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The current systems for ordering elevators, escalators and spare parts from KONE 
Distributor Operations (KDI) as well as the associated quality feedback, involve a great deal of 
repetitive data input and are basically time-consuming, imprecise and expensive, causing them 
to be inefficient and economically unsound. In order to allow for increased sales and 
profitability, remain competitive, and be matched to the capabilities offered by current 
technology, these processes have to be rethought.

These processes can be improved through the application of a combination of two elements 
of modem electronic business:

• Business-to-Business Integration: the end-to-end automation and linking of cross-organisational 
business processes, data, applications and systems.

• Supply-Line Integration: the linking of the front-line (sales and distribution) to its supply-lines 
(manufacturing centres).

It has been shown that these concepts can be realised through the implementation either:

• Electronic supply-line integrated ordering tools that can be accessed from the Internet (e-tools) by 
KDI Distributors.

• Access for KDI Distributors to limited Electronic Resource Planning system (SAP R/3) 
transactions through the Internet by means of a Web Interface (SAP Web-GUI).

The development of five independent processes and their respective systems has been 
analysed. The reorganisation and improvement of these processes to achieve the integration of 
Distributors to KDI supply-lines has been given a jump-start. These new systems are beneficial 
to KDI, as it will be shown that both sales and profits can be increased while running costs and 
total workload are reduced. In addition, through the application of these proposed systems, 
higher as of yet unparalleled value of service can be offered to Distributors.
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KONE Distributor Operations (KDI) -yrityksen nykyisin käyttämät hissien, rullaportaitten 
ja varaosien tilaussysteemit sekä niihin liittyvät laadunvalvontajärjestelmät vaativat paljon 
toistuvaa tiedon sisäänsyöttöä ja ovat runsaasti aikaa vaativia, epätarkkoja ja kalliita johtaen 
siihen että nämä järjestelmät ovat tehottomia ja epätaloudellisia. Jotta KDI pystyisi 
kasvattamaan myyntiään ja säilyisi kannattavana sekä kilpailukykyisenä ja vielä samalla 
käyttäisi nykyisen teknologian antamia mahdollisuuksia, nämä prosessit on ajateltava 
uudelleen.

Näitä järjestelmiä voidaan parantaa ottamalla käyttöön nykyaikaisen sähköisen 
kaupankäynnin tarjoama kahden ominaisuuden yhdistelmä:

• "Business-to-Business" integraatio: täydellinen prosessien automaatio ja organisaation sisällä 
tapahtuva tiedon, sovellusten ja järjestelmien linkittäminen.

• Toimitusketjun integraatio: asiakaspinnan (myynnin ja jakelun) linkittäminen toimitusketjuun 
(valmistus).

Työssä on osoitettu, että nämä toimintatavat voidaan toteuttaa joko:

• Sähköiseen toimitusketjuun integroiduilla tilaustyökaluilla joita KDI:n jälleenmyyjät pääsevät 
käyttämään Internetin kautta (e-tools).

• KDI:n jälleenmyyjille kehitetyn WWW-selaimen (SAP Web-GUI) kautta tapahtuvalla SAP R/3:en 
perustuvan sähköisen resurssisuunnittelun (ERP) rajoitetulla käytöllä Internetin kautta.

Työssä on kehitetty viisi itsenäistä työprosessia ja niihin liittyviä järjestelmiä on analysoitu. 
Näitten prosessien muokkausta ja uudelleen ajattelua on tarvittu jotta jälleenmyyjien ja 
toimitusketjun integroinnille on luotu edellytykset. Nämä uudet järjestelmät ovat hyödyllisiä 
KDI:lle sillä on osoitettu että myyntiä ja liiketaloudellista voittoa voidaan lisätä jonka lisäksi 
myös täysin uusia palveluja ja etuja voidaan luoda myös KDI:n jälleenmyyjille.
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Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration Index of Symbols

Index of Symbols
Abbreviations, Acronyms & Terminology

General

• ABAP = Advanced Business Application Programming
• AFL CAD = AutoDesk Front-line CAD
• API = Application Protocol Interface 1
• BAPI = Business Programming Application Interface
• BOM = Bill Of Materials; all of the components required for a product
• B2B = Business-to-Business

• B2Bi = Business-to-Business Integration

• B2C = Business-to-Customer
• CAD = Computer Aided Design
• CRM = Customer Relationship Management / Marketing
• CS = Customer Service
• DOC = Microsoft Word File
• E-Business = Electronic business conducted through the Internet
• E-Commerce = Electronic commerce
• E-Tool = Electronic ordering tool
• EDI = Electronic Data Interchange 2
• ERP = Enterprise Resource Planning (e.g. SAP R/3)
• Extranet = A restricted network for business partners based on the Internet concept3

• FL = Front lines sell and distribute (KDI or Distributor)

• FLC = AutoDesk Front-line CAD file
• GUI = Graphic User Interface
• OS = Operating System
• PDF = Portable Document File (Adobe Acrobat file)
• URL = Uniform Resource Locator 4
• HTML = Hypertext Mark-up Language 5
• IDoc = Intermediate Document6
• IP = Internet Protocol
• IP Address = A four byte (32 bit) destination address for a computer on the Internet7
• IPC = Internet Pricing Configurator (the material configurator in ‘myOrderform’)

1 A set of software functions used by an application program as a means of providing access to a system’s 
capabilities, such as the operating system, communications, etc.
2 EDI is an inter-organisation electronic data exchange standard, used for example in e-business
3 In an Extranet, the access rights and privileges of users are restricted between a company and its business partners
4 The global address of documents and other resources on the World Wide Web, of which the first part of the 
address indicates what protocol to use, and the second part specifies the IP address or the domain name where the 
resource is located.
5 The language used to create documents (web-pages) on the World Wide Web.
6 A data container for data exchange between R/3 systems or between an R/3 system and an external system
7 IP addresses are assigned to each computer by the network or Internet Service Provider.
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Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration Index of Symbols

• ISP = Internet Service Provider8

• ITS = Internet Transaction Server 9
• LAN = Local Area Network
• LCM = Life Cycle Management
• ODBC = Open Database Connectivity
• PO = Purchase Order
• PR = Purchase Requisition
• RFC = Remote Function Call10
• R/3 = SAP ERP application name
• ROI = Return On Investment
e SAP = Systems, Applications, and Products in data processing

• SAP GUI = R/3’s Graphical User Interface
• SL = Supply-Line (manufacturing point or factory)
• SO = Sales Order
• SQL = Structured Query Language
• SQL server = Structured Query Language server 11
• TCP/IP = Transmission Control Protocol / Internet Protocol12
• UPS = Universal Parcel Service
• V3F = Variable Voltage and Variable Frequency
• VC = Variant Configurator 13
• VFL CAD = Vertex Front-line CAD
• VTX = Vertex file
• WAS = Web-Access System
• Web-GUI = A Graphical User Interface which can be accessed through the Internet

• XLS = Microsoft Excel file
• xHTML = Extensible Hypertext Mark-up Language 14

KONE-Specific

• BCR = Business Change Request
• BUI = Business Unit 1 (KONE elevator factory in Pero, Italy)
• BU2 = Business Unit 2 (KONE elevator factory in Hyvinkää, Finland)
• BU6 = Business Unit 6 (KONE escalator factory in Hattingen, Germany)
• COP = Car Operating Panel (where all of the buttons are located in the elevator car)

8 An ISP is a company that provides access to the Internet.
9 ITS links the R/3 application server with one or more Web servers, thus enabling the R/3 to communicate with the 
Internet
10 The RFC interface allows for remote calls between two SAP Systems or between an SAP System and a non-SAP 
system.
11 A network or Internet server that uses the standardised query language (SQL) protocol for requesting information 
from a database, therefore enabling highly efficient access to database files from the web.
12 The standard used on the Internet for data transmission and error correction.
13 Variant configuration in R/3 helps the user put together specifications for a product and ensure that the product 
can be produced from these specifications.
14 xHTML is a reformulation of HTML 4.0 in XML 1.0. It is a new language for building web pages that has 
recently been proposed as a W3C Recommendation.
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• CST
• esu
• EDMS
• Ext. EDMS

• ESH

• FuRe
• GIS
• GSL
• ISOT

• KCO

• KCT

• KDI
• KEF

• OKG
• SBU
• SSL

• SUF
• SUI
• S-Plan

= Cost Calculation & Specification Tool for Elevators (KONE)
= China Supply Unit (KONE elevator factory in Kunshan, China)

= Engineering Data Management System 15 
= External EDMS 16 

= Escalator Supply-Line Hattingen 

= Full Replacement
= Global IT Supply (all KONE ГТ professionals work under GIS)
= Global Supply-Line (the general term for all KONE supply-lines)
= Internal Supply-line Ordering Tool 17 

= KONE Corporation 

= KONE Costing Tool for Elevators 

= KONE Distributor Operations 
= KONE Elevators Finland

= KONE Escalator Factory in Hattingen, Germany

= Service Business Unit (KONE spare parts collection and distribution centre) 
= Service Supply Line (Spare parts Customer Service)

= Supply Unit Finland (BU2)
= Supply Unit Italy (BUI)
= “Sambands Plan” (Swedish) or “mutual communications plan”

15 EDMS is a document management system that is used to store engineering information within the KONE 
Corporation. The information includes Engineering Drawings, published versions of Technical Information (Sales, 
Ordering, Installation and Spare Parts manuals), Product Certificates and Material Information.
16 Ext. EDMS is a stripped-down version of EDMS that can be accessed from the Extranet by some of KDI’s 
Affiliated Companies and Joint Ventures
17 The general name used by ESH for its ‘myEle vatorSpare’, ‘myEscalatorSpare’ and ‘myOrderform’ e-tools
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Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration Introduction

11ntroduction
In general integration is the linking of two separate information technology systems. More 
specifically in a business-to-business context, it is the end-to-end automation and bringing 
together of cross-organisational business processes, data, applications and systems. Conversely, 
for the purposes of this study, this definition is only properly complete once the notion of the 
supply-line is included. The resulting concept is a linking of the front-line, or the sales and 
distribution organisation, to its manufacturing centres through these afore mentioned techniques.

It is the underlying purpose of this thesis to show that both sales and profits can be increased 
as well as higher value of service created in the course of the development and implementation 
of electronic supply-line integrated ordering tools (e-tools) at the Distributor in a business-to- 
business (B2B) pretext. These e-tools will assist the ordering process in directing the channels of 
electronic communication and the flow of information between the actual sales and distribution 
centre, i.e. the real front-line, and the supply-line where the product is being manufactured. The 
idea is to automate a number of the Distributor’s purchasing operations in this arrangement and 
to assist the ordering process, ultimately allowing them to perform their purchases through the 
Internet or Extranet using any web-browser. These services store data concerning the customer’s 
visits and acquisitions and are integrated into the company’s own Electronic Resource Planning 
(ERP) systems, and a great potential increase in efficiency due to less manual labour and data- 
entry would be possible.

1.1 Motive for the Study

For companies and organisations to remain competitive in this profit driven digital age, a radical 
look needs to be taken at the underlying business processes and systems that make them 
successful. This kind of ‘business process reengineering’ can be described in many ways:

• Hammer et al. (1993) describe this as ‘The fundamental rethinking and radical redesign of business 
processes to achieve dramatic improvements in critical, contemporary measures of performance, 
such as cost, quality, service, and speed”.

• Parker (1993) describes this as simply “The analysis and redesign of business and manufacturing 
processes to eliminate that which adds no value”.

While both of these authors define and view their ideas rather differently, they share and 
suggest some very important underlying ideas, mainly that in this kind of ‘performance 
improvement’ effort involves:

• Different aspects of existing business behaviours will have to be rethought.

• The motivation for this rethinking seems to arise from observations that many current work 
practices are outdated and no longer suited to today’s competitive situation or matched to the 
capabilities offered by current technology.

• The assumption is that a business can be defined as a set of interrelated ‘processes’ that are 
logically and continuously evolving to satisfy a set of common customer-oriented objectives.

• Performance improvement is no longer looked at as a project only, but increasingly as an ongoing 
effort with the ultimate goal of achieving and sustaining significant performance gains.

It will most significantly be shown that the requirement for this study is created by the fact 
that specific existing KDI processes are slow, unreliable and expensive, causing them to be 
inefficient and economically unsound. There already exist many implementations and tools 
within KONE that have not been adopted at KDI, and even those that are in use presently are not
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Introduction

being used to their full potential, as is common with the adoption of such vast new systems. It 
will be made evident that the present order processes need improvement and that their general 
arrangement needs correcting. The resulting return on investment will come from the increased 
operational efficiency and reduced costs that are achieved by streamlining and automating these 
business processes.

In the optimal situation, all peripheral order data entry by KDI could virtually be eliminated, 
and the responsibility for this task placed in the hands of the Distributor. Although this may 
immediately seem like standard practice and common sense, it is hardly the present state of 
affairs, as at the moment, practically all communication and information flow between the front
line (Distributor) and supply-line has to go through KDI, and is forwarded between these two 
afore mentioned parties, modified into the appropriate form, or input into the respective ordering 
tool. This clearly causes much re-entry of data and inefficiency, as much of the work done at 
KDI remains to be unnecessary manual data entry: inputting order data from one form into the 
next, and chiefly acting as a go-between for the front-line and supply-line.

After all, the most efficient arrangement for KDI would actually be one where all order 
specification, data entry and engineering is done at the Distributor, with the Distributor then 
placing the order into production and arranging for delivery, and KDI extracting the profit from 
the sale by only intervening between the supply-line and front-line at the billing stage!

1.2 Aim of the Study

It is the purpose of this work to lay the groundwork for the application of electronic ordering 
tools (e-tools) for KDI Distributors. These e-tools will be integrated to KONE supply-lines 
through a variety of SAP R/3 application web-interfaces, giving the Distributor a new direct and 
so far unexplored means of access to the production system and providing them with more 
information at their disposal than before thought possible.

It was previously described how much of the work done at KDI is still the inputting of order 
data from one form into another. This is an extremely inefficient process as the data should, by 
the application of any common sense, be input into an acceptable form in the first place. The 
only way to achieve this completely and effectively, is to provide the Distributor with the same 
tools for ordering as those employed by KDI, i.e. allow them access to as much of the production 
system as necessary to enable them to enter all of the data into the required format immediately.

The aim is to also assist the ordering process by directing the channels of electronic 
communication and the flow of information between the front-line and the supply-line, which 
will be shown to have a direct beneficial effect on the efficiency of the entire ordering procedure 
through the creation of enhanced processes that are fast, completely reliable, inexpensive and 
economical.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

1.3 Limitations of the Study
In particular, the greatest limitation in putting to use the resources available for this project was
the bureaucracy commonly present in large companies such as KONE. Other aspects that this
study was primarily limited by are:

• KDI customers, goals, profit and turnover

• KCO targets, goals and requirements

• Project budget and timeframe
• The material nature of the product

• KDI’s profit-focus
• Only e-Tool to SAP R/3 implementation 

studied

• Limited to SAP ERP system
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The product provided by KDI is a ‘real’ and material product, which has to be ordered and 
delivered from point A to point B. It cannot therefore be both ordered and delivered through 
electronic means, in the way that a service or a digital product could. This limits the 
implementations available because it ultimately forces delays caused by the delivery of the 
material product and requires more complicated processes with the involvement of multiple 
parties. Therefore the entire process can never completely be under KDI’s control, and cannot be 
reorganised in the most optimal way, as the other participants must be taken into consideration.

Furthermore, KDI’s customers are not the end-users of its products which in many ways 
limits the amount of information that would normally flow to the front-line, e.g. construction site 
readiness details required for the timely arrival of an elevator or escalator that will be installed 
there, or even simple end-user feedback concerning the quality of products. This sort of 
information could easily be used advantageously in this golden age of IT, and its lack can limit 
ultimate customer satisfaction and therefore profitability indirectly as a whole.

Neither are KDI’s Distributors the ‘optimal customers’ in many other ways, such as having 
limited IT skills, which may at the very least slow-down if not completely prohibit the adoption 
of new more complex integrated systems, even non-SAP implementations. More specifically, the 
lack of experience with ERP systems such as SAP will result in slow-adoption of any proposed 
integrated SAP-implementations, as these systems are known to have a long learning curve. In 
addition, less individual limitations such as a general lack of good connectivity in terms of 
Internet connection speed will always be a cornerstone in any form of modem business 
development.

The type of implementation mandated by KDI is one where Internet ordering applications, 
what are here referred to as e-Tools, are integrated with SAP to order the product. Because 
KONE, and for that matter KDI, is committed to SAP in all aspects of work, any alternative non- 
SAP implementations were impossible. Additionally, the web-based e-tools and SAP based 
ordering methods were already in existence and use by other KONE departments, and in most 
cases had only to be selected and developed to suit KDI’s somewhat special requirements.

Therefore it should be clear that this study does not research or aim to improve any other 
means of ordering through a variety of possible technical implementations, using mobile devices 
for example. Neither are ‘old-fashioned’ i.e. non-IT methods considered. In fact in all fairness, 
the requirements for this study were rather strictly laid down, within the organisation as well as 
from the outside, before the author conducted any background study.

Had a similar project been started from scratch without any of these strict internal and 
external limitations, it may very well have produced different implementations from those that 
were its result under the present restrictions. Nevertheless, it should always be remembered that 
sales and distribution organisations are neither charities nor R&D departments. In any profit- 
centre type organisational structure, projects have to produce results within a very limited 
timeframe and will always have restricted freedom. After all, the greater aim of this study will 
always have to be seen as the increasing of KDI’s profitability and turnover through more 
efficient processes as opposed to the development of the most advanced ordering technologies 
possible.

After all, it should be understood that the focus of performance improvement was principally 
the reduction of costs and workload for KDI, and not to provide the Distributor with the best 
service possible. Although many of KDI’s duties are similar to that of a Customer Service 
department, the distinction is that its main purpose is to promote sales and extract maximum 
profit instead of provide the optimal service.
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1.4 Methods & Resources

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration Introduction

A case-by-case style of approach will be applied when planning and actually implementing a 
number of diverse projects concerning various levels of, and approaches to, integration. The 
resources available at KONE are vast, including a Global IT Supply (GIS) ready to make 
requirements happen, the support both financially and politically of various Customer Service 
departments and internal KDI pressure to move forward. These can be put to use through an 
electronic system of Business Change Requests (BCRs) when the required financial and political 
backing has been ascertained.

Initial focus in the study will be on the development of three Internet based ordering tools for 
KDI’s Distributors. The purpose of these separate e-tools will be for the ordering of spare parts, 
both for elevators and escalators, as well as the ordering and tendering of entire escalators. 
Although all of these e-tools already exist on the KONE Intranet, and are currently in use 
internally by KDI and other KONE departments, they have not been developed for the purpose 
of Extranet use and cannot be directly integrated at the Distributor without modification. In 
general, the present obstacles barring immediate implementation of these e-tools at the 
Distributor are how to implement access from the Internet and issues such as converting supply
line costs to sales prices as well as restricting the use of some more powerful features provided. 
The task at hand is to first plan how these applications can be adapted and modified before they 
can be implemented at Distributors.

Later in the study, the integration of KDI to its main supply-lines through SAP R/3 will be 
realised from two detached approaches, the ordering of elevators and the after sales process of 
quality feedback. Both of these projects have been necessitated by recent corporate pressure to 
integrate cross-organisational processes, ultimately shifting work from supply-line Customer 
Service departments to the sales and distribution departments (front lines) where this work 
originates. Nevertheless, these corporate mandates allow the opportunity for KDI to shift this 
work further to its Distributors, by planning to eventually allow Distributors direct access to its 
new supply-line integrated systems through the application of a recent breakthrough SAP web- 
interface. First, the implementation of two new SAP R/3 systems for KDI will be administered 
and then their potential for development at the Distributors will be analysed and explored.

In comparison, various levels of integration between the front-line and supply-line already 
exist at KONE. However none of these systems have as of yet been implemented by KDI, or in 
such a unique arrangement, mainly that the real front-line with KDI is in actuality the 
Distributor. Clearly it would easily be possible to reach a similar level of integration only 
between KDI and the supply-line as exists already for other KONE departments, and absorbing 
the increase in workload with the acceptance of these new tasks by hiring new employees. 
However, it is also apparent that this opportunity could be used advantageously, and the 
additional workload and associated costs entirely omitted, if the new integrated systems were to 
be implemented directly at Distributors.
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2 KONE Distributor Operations
“KONE sells, manufactures, installs, maintains and modernizes elevators and escalators and 
services automatic building doors. KONE is a service company known worldwide as a 
technology leader with the most innovative products and services in the elevator and escalator 
industry. KONE operates some 800 service centres in more than 40 countries.” 18

In contrast, KONE Distributor Operations (KDI) runs the distribution and sales of KONE 
products in approximately 50 countries in which KONE does not have an existing branch office 
or sister-company. These countries each have either an affiliate company or an authorized 
Distributor, which a prospecting client wishing to purchase a KONE product, contacts directly. 
The nature of these Distributors varies greatly from entirely new ‘3-man’ companies with little or 
no valuable experience in the elevator business, to much more established clients with many 
dozens of employees and a great deal of experience in KONE products and procedures gained 
from years of operation. For a list and segmentation of the countries for which KDI is 
responsible, see Table 1:

Table 1 - KDI countries 2004 -> 2005

Authorised Distributors
Affiliated Companies 

& Joint Ventures
‘Un-Official’

Clients

Country Company Country Company Country
Albania Geco 2003 Cyprus LiftTech Angola
Algeria Torex SARL Egypt MSE Egypt Azerbaijan
Belarus LiftKompleks Estonia Kandur Bangladesh
Bosnia-Herzegovina LEAF Consulting Hong Kong Shan On Gabon

Bulgaria Alex EA Iceland Iselekt Georgia
Chile Fabrimetal SA Ireland Industrial Logistics Ghana
Croatia LiftModus Israel Isralift Ethiopia
Kenya MSE Kenya Latvia Sia Lift lié de la Réunion
Lebanon Kay Systems Ivory Coast
Libya Sadik Sons Jordan
Lithuania Elektros Pavara Kazakhstan
Malta Mekanika Liberia
Morocco Autobat SARL Makedonia
Nigeria Kresta Laurel Mauritius
Romania Ascensorul Palestine
Senegal TechnoSud Turkmenistan
Serbia-Montenegro EuroLift Uganda

Tunisia Sotualem Uzbekistan

Ukraine FinLift Zimbabwe

KDI works as the ‘middle-man’ between its clients, the Distributors who are KDI’s front 
lines, and the factories that manufacture its products (supply-lines). It is at the forefront of 
KONE Elevators global expansion. It develops a single Distributor in a ‘new’ country until it is 
ready and economically sensible to be acquired entirely by KONE. For this reason, the countries 
in the table above change from year to year. For example, at the start of 2004, KDI’s former

18 Excerpt from presentation on KONE Products 2004 (see “References; KONE Intranet”)
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Distributor in Greece became a KONE sister company (100% ownership) followed by Latvia, 
Estonia, and Ireland at the beginning of 2005.

Naturally there is a downside to the acquisition of its Distributors as KONE subsidiaries for 
KDI, as it is constantly losing its ‘best’ clients in terms of both sales and proficiency. For 
example, the Industrial Logistics Ltd. Distributor in Ireland independently sold over 300 units in 
2004, which was half of KDI’s elevator sales, solely causing a drop of 25% in budgeted sales for 
2005 when it became a KONE sister company.

Hereafter both authorized Distributors and affiliate companies (of whom KONE has part 
ownership) will be referred to as simply ‘Distributors’ and front lines. As KDI has no direct 
contact with clients, i.e. the end-consumer, it will be simpler to refer to these as the Distributor as 
well, however commonly not at all. It should be therefore emphasized that KDI itself does not 
involve itself nor deal with first-hand clients whatsoever, and that all contract negotiations are 
made through the affiliate company or authorized Distributor, who in turn negotiates with KDI.

There are four area managers with whom the responsibility for the countries listed above has 
been divided. Three sales persons are responsible for the distribution of spare parts, components 
and modernisation in all of these countries. There are also four employees in an Engineering 
Support Centre (ESC) responsible for technical support, order engineering assistance and after 
sales. KDI also has a technical manager and a director, responsible for all countries and 
activities. Figure 1 illustrates this organisational structure.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Assistant
A.-M. Sommardahl

Field Support
S. Kotilainen

i Components 
1--------------------------------и
i M. Miettinen

I. Romanova

i ipsf H. Leino

I
I
I

Business Planning Control
T. Uusivirta

Export Assistants
——

Area 2,3,4
P. Vornanen

Area 5
H. Vartiainen

Area 1 & Others
T. Kupari

_ Z — — — — — „"Hi

Area 1 : Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania <6 Ukraine
Area 2: Chile, Cyprus, Egypt, Hong Kong, Iceland, Kenya, Malta, Nigeria <4 Romania
Area 3: Azerbaijan, Bosnia-Herzegovitui, Bulgaria, Croatia, Serbia-Momenegro & Central Asian Republics
Area 4: Albania, Algeria, Israel, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Senegal & Tunisia

Figure 1 - KDI organisational structure (2005)
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Contract negotiations between KDI and the Distributor occur via the KDI area manager 
responsible for that country, and usually take the form of discount requests, which are commonly 
granted for larger projects, and by rule of thumb, never for single-product orders. KDI has 
different fixed discounts with each of its Distributors, following the unspoken rule that a product 
in the modem world is never sold at the same price to everyone.

Normally, with small-scale orders, KDI does not learn of a project or for that matter an offer, 
until it becomes a definite order. The Distributor then compiles the necessary data, e.g. in the 
case of elevators and escalators, by filling out the product-specific Order Forms, creating the 
pricing data estimates and required CAD layout drawings. Consequently, it could be said that the 
Distributor does all the ‘work’ involved in tendering and creating the order. In brief, the ordering 
process at KDI is such that there is a great deal of data in the form of attachments in e-mails, 
flowing back-and-forth between the supply-line and the front-line.

In the fiscal year 2003, KDI sold 688 units of elevators and escalators with total 22.7 MEUR 
revenue of which 756,000 EUR was in spare parts and 2.2 MEUR in components. In 2004, this 
number rose to 918 units totalling 27.6 MEUR revenue: 980,000 EUR in spare parts and 1.2 
MEUR in components. The effect of the three largest joint ventures being acquired as KONE 
sister companies, and ultimately disappearing from KDI’s customer base, reflects directly in the 
budgeted sales for 2005. These are predicted to be 662 units and 19.4 MEUR revenue, of which 
300,000 EUR is spare parts and 400,000 EUR component sales, that is a decline of 30% in total 
market value (MV). This pattem can be seen in the chart of Figure 2.

30 000

25 000

20 000

15 000

10 000

5 000-'

A1999
A2000

A2001
A2002

A2003
A2004

B2005

A1999 A2000 A2001 A2002 A2003 A2004 B2005

15065 17749 20 645 22127 25709 27566 19443

Figure 2 - KDI turnover 1999 -> 2005

Nevertheless, confidence in future growth is strong, concentrating on the adoption and 
development of many new Distributors that should in the future bring KDI’s turnover back to the 
record high that it was in 2004. With future expectations high, departmental workload increasing, 
and considering the relatively large volume of units that are ordered yearly by KDI, on the 
average two or three units of elevators and escalators, and approximately five component and 
spare part orders each day, it is clear that more efficient ordering systems are required to 
accommodate for any possibility of increased growth.
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For a sense of where KDI stands among other departments at KONE, see the graph of Figure 
3 depicting Supply Unit Italy (SUI) elevator production volume per front-line. It can be noted 
that in the year 2003, KDI was the sixth largest KONE elevator sales department. Note also that 
KDI even order more elevators from SUI than KONE Elevators Finland (KEF). Those that beat 
it in terms of placing elevator orders to Italy are: Italy (KIT), France (KOF), Germany (EGG), 
Great Britain (EGB), Spain (KSP) and The Netherlands (KNL), respectively from largest to 
smallest.
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Figure 3 - SUI production volume per front-line (2003)

2.1 KDI Products
It should be recognised that the products supplied by KDI in great volume are mainly the most 
basic KONE elevators (MonoSpace® Standard), and less than 5% of turnover is the result of 
escalator (EC03000™) sales. For an overview of the various KONE elevators and escalators 
supplied by KDI including their respective manufacturing points, see Table 2.

Table 2 - Background on KDI products

Product Supply-line
MonoSpace® Standard А-process Elevator SUI, Pero, Italy
MonoSpace® Standard В-process Elevator SUI, Pero, Italy
FuRe 1 & 2 Elevators SUI, Pero, Italy
TranSys 2000kg Elevator SUI, Pero, Italy
MonoSpace® Special А-process Elevator SUI, Pero, Italy
MonoSpace® Special C-process Elevator SUF, Hyvinkää, Finland
TranSys 4000kg Elevator SUE, Hyvinkää, Finland
MiniSpace™ Elevator SUF, Hyvinkää, Finland
ЕСОЗООО™ Escalator ESH, Hattingen, Germany
EC03000™ Escalator CSU, Kunshan, China
Spare Parts SBU, Eindhoven, Netherlands
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KDI also sells spare parts (replacement parts), components (modernisation elements) as well 
as full-replacement (FuRe) elevators. To shorten explanation, whenever the term ‘product’ is 
used, or only ‘elevator’ is mentioned, this should be taken to mean both elevators and escalators.

Since the majority of KDI products are the simpler MonoSpace® Standards and Special A- 
processes, which are ordered from the SUI supply-unit, it would be useful for further background 
knowledge to understand the distribution of these elevators per production volume at SUI. See 
Figure 4 for a graph of production volume per product from 2000 to 2006. Note that 2000 to 
2003 are actual values (ACT), 2004 is a budgeted value (BDG), while 2005 and 2006 are 
predicted values (MRP).

Units

■ Mono Std Pack 0
■ Microspace 
a E-Stella
■ Mono Sp. A pr.
□ Transys A pr.
□ Fure 1+2
■ Mono Std 1.6
■ Mono Std 1.0

Figure 4 - SUI production volume per product 2000 -> 2006

It is essential at this point to gain more of an understanding of the particular products 
themselves, and therefore a brief description of the technologies and marketing behind each of 
the products ‘delivered’ by KDI is provided next.

2.1.1 KONE MonoSpaceф Elevator

The name MonoSpace® refers to the ‘single-space’ design concept that allows the machine to be 
installed within the elevator shaft. The MonoSpace® product family was built on a system 
platform that implements an elevator modularity concept. The complete system consists of three 
subsystems:

Core Elevator:

• Hoisting system

• Control system

• Drive system

• Car superstructure

• Door system

• Passenger safety 
equipment

Accessory system:

• Safety

• Comfort

• Security

• Control

• Information services

Decoration system:

• Entrance

• Car interior
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The KONE MonoSpace® Standard is the least expensive and most basic private elevator 
supplied by KDI. It is intended for the low-rise market segment and comes in a number of pre
designed packages, differentiated according to lifting-capacity and car dimensions. Diverse 
packages are also available for interior furnishings, doors, floors and other materials. However 
they are very restricted and if more freedom is desired in choice of e.g. interior finishing, the 
product becomes more expensive and moves from A- to В-process. The minimum difference in 
cost between the A- and В-processes is approximately 10%. There are two speeds available, 1 
m/s and 1.6 m/s. Notably, the MonoSpace® Standard elevator is also the fastest to produce, with 
a minimum possible production time of less than 4 weeks.

The KONE MonoSpace® concept:

• Fully pre-engineered packages

• Cost-effective

• Machine room-less
• EcoDisc® saves energy

Standard packages

Short delivery time

All material delivered by SUE & SUI

The KONE MonoSpace® technology platform utilises a unique machine room-less EcoDisc® 
machine technology and variable voltage and variable frequency (V3F) drive technology. The 
technology platform makes a gearless ride comfort feasible at even lower speeds than earlier. For 
an idea of how the EcoDisc® machine room-less concept functions see the 3D CAD drawing of 
the shaft headroom in Figure 5.

The fully pre-engineered product has been extended to a wider offer developing specific 
solutions for all those features not covered by А-process. This product has been titled as B- 
process and is strictly based on the KONE MonoSpace® technology platform including all the A- 

process options plus several extensions.

19 Picture taken from the KONE Image Library on the KONE Intranet
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The MonoSpace® Special elevator is a completely customisable version of the MonoSpace® 

Standard. This is also directly reflected in its price, which is a minimum of 70% more. The most 
common reason for choosing MonoSpace® Special over -Standard is non-standard shaft 
dimensions requiring a special car. Additionally, some clients will want more elaborate or 
custom car interior designs, or even specially designed cars. For a comprehensive 3D CAD 
drawing of the MonoSpace® structural design, see Figure 6.

Figure 6 - KONE MonoSpace® elevator architecture 20

20 Picture taken from the KONE Image Library on the KONE Intranet
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2.1.2 KONE FuRe Elevator

FuRe elevators are ‘full replacement’, i.e. modernisation versions of the MonoSpace® Standard 
for existing buildings that require new elevators. The approach by KONE in the full replacement 
market is to offer clients complete packaged solutions.

The complete solution includes:

• The complete removal of existing 
elevators

• The installation of new pre-engineered 
elevators

The focus for FuRe is on the full replacement of old KONE, KONE family and non-KONE 
volume range (residential as well as small office) elevators. From a product and process point of 
view, this involves taking advantage of the benefits of pre-engineering to simplify the sales, 
engineering, order handling and installation processes. The extent of this pre-engineering is 
defined by the creation of a number of FuRe product packages based on the standard KONE 
MonoSpace® product platforms.

However, FuRe elevators are not ordered in high volumes by KDI, and for that reason there 
is not very much requirement to immediately further improve their ordering process. 
Nonetheless, due to the similarity of the product with the MonoSpace® Standard elevator, it will 
receive some mention later in this study, and has for that reason been described here briefly.

2.1.3 KONE TranSys Elevator

KONE TranSys elevators are purpose-built freight type elevators for public installations without 
all the aesthetics of the private MonoSpace® elevators. They run on a Quattro technical platform, 
which is a 4:1 suspended, EcoDisc® powered and machine room less elevator concept. It is 
designed to meet the requirements of light freight transportation needs in various buildings, as 
well as the transportation of beds in low duty health care buildings with low emergency needs. 
Typical target buildings are e.g. freight elevators in retail premises, airports, industrial buildings 
and bed elevators in clinics, health care centres, and elderly homes.

• Carrying out all civil works that are 
needed on the site

Main features:

• KONE TranSys freight elevators use 
machine-room-less technology

• Especially suited for low-rise buildings

• Elevator stops accurately at landing, 
which facilitates the loading and 
unloading of heavy goods

These elevators are more practical than presentable, and come with some simpler interior 
options. This type of elevator is commonly ordered by industry and the health-services, and has 
increased lifting-capacity thanks to larger motors and decreased car weight. Its price ranges in 
between the MonoSpace® Standard and -Special product types. The 2000 kg version of the 
TranSys is made in Pero and the 4000 kg high-specification in Hyvinkää.

2.1.4 KONE MiniSpace™ Elevator
KONE MiniSpace™ elevators feature the space-saving KONE EcoDisc® hoisting machine 
above the shaft. They are particularly suitable for medium to high-rise buildings, as well as 
buildings that require a smaller than conventional machine room. The name MiniSpace™ itself 
refers to the machine room, which in contrast to traditional design, can be built to the same
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dimensions as the shaft, thus taking the minimum amount of space. Relatively speaking, it is a 
rather expensive model; with prices more than double that of a standard MonoSpace®, and 20% 
in excess of a MonoSpace® Special. In specification it is more restricted in lifting-capacity and 
travel height, because of the tight operating margins caused by a low-pit depth.

This elevator is a semi-customized product, allowing for more flexibility than standard range 
elevator systems. This flexibility is achieved through modular technology design and an 
industrialized process throughout sales, engineering and delivery. Using pre-engineered core 
elevator platforms and flexible decoration packages improves the quality and profitability of the 
new elevator business. KONE MiniSpace™ technology platform uses the unique EcoDisc® 
technology with variable voltage and variable frequency (V3F) drive technology. The technology 
platform makes gearless ride comfort feasible in lower speeds than earlier. The MiniSpace™ is 
the only KONE elevator sold by KDI with a machine room. For an idea of the architecture of this 
machine room, see Figure 7.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ KONE Distributor Operations

Figure 7 - KONE MiniSpace™ machine room 21

2.1.5 KONE EC03000™ Escalator

The EC03000™ is the only escalator, autowalk and ramp sold by KDI. The difference between 
an escalator, autowalk and ramp is in inclination: 30-35° for an escalator, 10-12° for a ramp, and 
0° for an autowalk. The EC03000™ is a predefined, pre-engineered product with a wide variety 
of options to meet various client requirements. Target market segments are primarily commercial 
and low requirement public transport, all over the world. The technology works without a drive 
chain, making installations compact and the most environmentally friendly in the business. They 
are ideal for retail and commercial buildings. Figure 8 shows the layout of a 35°, 800 mm wide 
and 6000 mm high standard escalator.

21 Picture taken from the KONE Image Library on the KONE Intranet
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Figure 8 - KONE EC03000™ escalator layout

Escalators are far simpler products than elevators; however cost many times as much. A 
typical order for a single escalator can amount to as much as 150,000 euros in price. Also, the 
profit margin for an escalator is much smaller, and not a great deal of return can be made on 
them. This is the reason why KDI, and KONE for that matter, tends to concentrate more on its 
elevators. Conversely, with the introduction of KONE’s new factory in Kunshan, China, which 
produces EC03000™ escalators on top of a range of elevators, the prices of these will be 
dropped dramatically, allowing for greater profit margins. This is the reason for a newfound 
interest in the escalator business by KDI, and as a result value placed in commissioning a more 
efficient ordering process. A partial side-view of an EC03000™ escalator without side cladding 
is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 - KONE EC03000™ escalator picture 22

22 Picture taken from the KONE Image Library on the KONE Intranet
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2.1.6 KONE Spare Parts

In addition to the four different elevator types and single escalator mentioned earlier in this 
section, KDI also sells spare parts for all of its products. There are over 50,000 various 
components available and they range from simple nuts and bolts to LCD panels and drives, with 
notably large price differences.

KONE provides a spare parts catalogue in both paperback and electronic form (on the KONE 
Intranet), which have been made available to Distributors. When parts break down, a technician 
checks the component number of the part from its label and finds it in the KONE spare parts 
catalogue. The technician can then check the price of the component from a separate price list 
handed out to all Distributors containing prices for approximately 15,000 parts. If the part in 
question is not in the list, a query can be made and the price quoted through KDI.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Figure 10 - Examples of spare parts from KONE catalogue

All spare part orders for both elevators and escalators are handled through an organisation at 
KONE called the Service Business Unit (SBU), whose main office is in Hyvinkää, Finland. SBU 
in turn has a main storage centre in Eindhoven, The Netherlands, wherefrom most materials are 
despatched to their final destinations all around the globe by use of courier services such as TNT 
and UPS. Delivery of stock material to EU countries, for example, can take as little as three days, 
whilst non-stock materials can take up to a few months, depending on their availability from 

external suppliers.

At the moment, component numbers are still required to be known when ordering spare parts, 
else an enquiry will have to be made to the SBU ‘know-how’ team as to the possible code. These 
component numbers are usually of the format “KM###” for elevators and “DEE###” for 
escalators.

2.2 Life Cycle Management at KDI
KONE Distributor Operations (KDI) is mainly concerned with what is referred to as the ‘health 
care’ phase, described by the following excerpt from KONE technical documentation:

“During the product health care phase the product is actively delivered to the front lines from 
the supply-lines. During this phase Life Cycle Management (LCM) ensures the quality and cost 
competitiveness to the product base of facts.

Successful product health is achieved by formal well-defined and transparent communication 
channels between front lines, supply-lines, sourcing, and product creation in the form of LCM 
Teams.
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The following basic processes are applied during product health care:

• A responsive feedback and corrective action process.

• Continuous product reliability monitoring.

• Change management resulting in well managed introduction of changes and pre-scheduled product
releases.”23

Consequently, at KDI, employees are concerned with delivering the product to the client, in 
this case another business, which in turn supplies the end-consumer with the product and some 
additional services, mainly installation and maintenance. It is important to note that the KDI - 
Distributor relationship is a business-to-business (B2B) arrangement, and not a business-to- 
customer (B2C) one. Because of the client-dedicated and contact-focused nature of this 
arrangement, i.e. that KDI has a limited number of static clients; sales and ordering processes can 
be fine-tuned for maximum efficiency between KDI and its Distributors. This is in fact the 
underlying hypothesis in this thesis, and it is the aim of this work to demonstrate its accuracy. 
KDI employees are at the end of the LCM chain, referred to as the primary process, as can bee 
seen in the diagram of Figure 11.
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Figure 11 - Life Cycle Management diagram

23 Excerpt from the KONE Life Cycle Management website (see “References; KONE Intranet”)
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The area highlighted by the red-dotted square in Figure 11 is where KDI belongs in the 
KONE LCM chain. Conversely, the difference between KDI and, e.g. KONE Elevators Finland 
(KEF), is that KDI is not liable for all of the steps in this ‘primary process’. Whereas KEF has to 
handle tendering, installation and maintenance, KDI is mainly only responsible for the ordering, 
order engineering and purchasing phases, because KDI Distributors handle the tendering, 
delivery, installation and maintenance. This is explained in the diagram of Figure 12.
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Order
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Figure 12 - KDI and Life Cycle Management

2.3 Stand-Alone Software Tools
The electronic tools and software used for costing, specifying and ordering the products 
described previously, range from application of such standard suites as Microsoft’s Excel 
(Database), Outlook (e-Mail), the ever-familiar Word (Text editing), the all-powerful SAP R/3 
Enterprise Resource Planning, software programs designed specifically by KONE for the 
particular task at hand (e.g. for costing), as well as a variety of R/3 integrated Intranet (TCP 24 / 
IP 25) tools.

It will be seen later in what context and to what use each of these are applied, however a 
description of the special customized tools, which were designed by KONE, is necessary first for 
further understanding. The following will describe the existing tools presently used by KDI, 
which need to be explained in order to accurately understand the existing and proposed order 
processes.

2.3.1 KONE Costing Tool for Elevators
For the most standard, MonoSpace® Standard A- and В-process elevators, a custom-built 
software application titled KONE Costing Tool for Elevators (KCT) is used to calculate the price 
of an fully-specified elevator. The KCT program is not actually an e-tool, because it does not 
communicate at all with SAP R/3 or any online databases. Therefore, its use does not require an 
Internet connection. It is only kept up to date through individual program updates, occurring 
roughly every three months, which the Distributor either downloads from the KDI Internet site or 
receives by mail in a CD. It should be kept in mind that the tool was designed mainly for internal 
KONE use; however KDI Distributors have applied it for years.

The user specifies a great deal of information and the program then calculates how much the 
elevator will cost. In terms of accuracy, there is commonly a ±1% difference between the actual 
cost calculated by KCT, and that eventually invoiced by the supply-line, after the elevator has 
been placed into production. Nonetheless, since KDI Distributors use KCT directly, they take its 
calculated price as an offer from KDI, without interdiction, which remains the price they are 
billed, and KDI assumes any fluctuations as loss or profit.

24 TCP is responsible for verifying the correct delivery of data packets on the Internet from client to server
25 IP is responsible for moving packets of data from node to node on the Internet
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A screenshot of the program is shown in Figure 13, with a typical order open for which the 
pricing has been calculated. Notice the great number of text boxes and dropdowns, most of 
which are not even visible due to the tabular structure of the program, that need to be specified. 
In the KDI Distributor version, the output price that the program displays is a bloated version of 
the actual cost of the elevator. This ‘Distributor price’ has been factored up to hide the real cost 
from both the Distributor and in case the program fell into the hands of competitors. Each 
Distributor then uses a private discount factor to calculate their real actual price.

Figure 13 - Screenshot of KONE Costing Tool for Elevators

The idea is that a MonoSpace® Standard elevator can be specified with sufficient information 
to really order from the supply-line. When the Distributor wishes to place an order, the program 
can print the itemised price calculation and Order Form as PDF files, which will then be required 
when they make their order by e-mail from KDI. In addition to being able to print documents 
required for ordering, the program can export elements of the specification into a customized 
CAD program called FrontLine CAD, described later, designed to create layout drawings for 
elevators, which are also required when ordering.

2.3.2 Cost Calculation & Specification Tool for Elevators

For the more heavy-duty elevators, another custom-built program titled Cost Calculation & 
Specification Tool for Elevators (CST) has been developed as a tendering and ordering tool for 
the following products from SUI and SUF:

• KONE MonoSpace® Special elevators

• KONE MiniSpace™ elevators

• KONE TranSys > 2000 kg

The principle here is the same as for KCT, but the user has to specify substantially more 
information. The program then either calculates rather exactly or gives an approximate estimate 
of how much the elevator will cost, depending on the relative level of customisation. For the 
most customized elevators, CST can only provide an estimate of the cost, as many more unusual
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extras cannot be priced exactly, or might be completely missing. With levels of high 
customisation, quotation requests need to be made to the supply-line, most often SUF, to get 
accurate pricing information. KDI Distributors also use CST directly, however they realise that 
its calculated price is not always accurate.

The ESC tool’s functions cover price calculation according to design guide range and layout 
drawings. In case of SUI products, the CST program is linked to FrontLine CAD. The FrontLine 
CAD module’s task is to create layout drawings for specified SUI elevators. Figure 14 is a 
screenshot of the program, with a typical order open and a price calculated. It may be impossible 
to notice from this screenshot, but CST contains a larger selection of options and needs 
considerably more information filled in than KCT to produce a price, even if it is only an 
estimate at times.
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Figure 14 - Screenshot of Cost Calculation & Specification Tool for Elevators

To order Monospace® Special, MiniSpace™ and TranSys elevators, the Distributor needs 
similar layout drawings as for Monospace® Standards. These are created through a Vertex CAD 
interface, described next. Additionally, they are required to fill in a ready-made editable Excel- 
based Order Form, in which they choose their desired elevator options and values by ticking a 
series of check boxes and filling in some required numerical text boxes.

2.3.3 FrontLine CAD

The KONE FrontLine CAD is a customized tool that can be used to generate complete sets of 
layout drawings for the following elevator types:

• KONE MonoSpace® Standard A-process

• KONE MonoSpace® Standard В-process

• KONE MonoSpace® Special A-process
• TranSys
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Due to the pre-engineered nature of these elevator types described in detail earlier, layout 
drawings do not need to be custom designed case-by-case, but can be automatically generated 
using a set of macros. These macros create ‘parametric drawings’, which means that they are the 
result of the parameters fed to them.

This tool is composed of various modules:

• ‘Front’ module: Allows the user to input the necessary data to create a set of layout drawings

• CAD module: Two kinds of CAD applications are applied:

■ Vertex module: Configures TranSys elevators and can be run directly from the Front Module

■ AutoCAD module: Adopted for KONE MonoSpace® A- and В-process elevators and is 
installed on a central server at SUI, where drawings are generated by e-mail request

The ‘Front’ module appears as a graphical user-friendly interface that is very similar to the 
Order Forms. It processes the input elevator specification and generates an ASCII file of this 
data. Depending on the type of elevator being processed, either the Vertex module or the 
AutoCAD module is applied to generate the drawings from the user input. The difference 
between the two is that whereas the Vertex module reads the ASCII file, copies the content to its 
database and creates the set of drawings autonomously, the actual drawing script for the 
AutoCAD module is installed on a central server at SUI, where drawings are generated to e-mail 
requests. These e-mail drawing requests are automatically sent to the central server, and the 
drawings sent back to the user, once the definition of the requested layout with the ‘Front’ 
module is complete.

Another difference between these CAD modules is that it is impossible to modify any layout 
drawings created using Vertex, while AutoCAD can generate editable (DWG) or non-editable 
(PDF) files, depending on the user requirements.

2.4 Electronic Resource Planning

Electronic Resource Planning systems, or ERP’s, are enterprise-wide information systems that 
aim to integrate the majority of a company’s IT-based business processes. Hayes et al. write in 
“Pursuing the Competitive Edge” (2005):

“ERP’s success resulted from the confluence of a number of factors. First, many companies 
(and particularly their CEOs) had become frustrated that different parts of their organisations 
used idiosyncratic, often local, information systems. These alien systems caused data to be 
presented in inconsistent ways, making comparisons and aggregations more difficult. In some 
cases, accessing information from elsewhere in the organisation had become impossible from a 
technical point of view, as the systems often could not talk to one another at all.

Second was the growing influence of the process-view of organisations, which suggested that 
firms be reengineered around the family of processes (e.g. order fulfilment, billing and payment 
processing) necessary to run the business, rather than around the various departments and 
functional groups that might be involved in those processes. ERP provided an opportunity to 
change the way a company worked, first forcing those processes to be specified exactly and then 
cementing them into its modus operandi through software. Since the software didn’t allow 
people to do things the old way, the ‘reengineered’ way became the only way that people could 

work.

Finally, and perhaps more cynically, was the frenetic marketing by both the ERP system 
providers and the consulting firms, which companies hired to install their systems.”
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SAP is the world-leading ERP application supplier, and the world’s third largest software house 
in 2004 (after Microsoft and Symantec). Its R/3 application is written in a programming 
language called АВАР 26, which is a link-less database language (NB: Linked-lists27). All of 
R/3’s applications and even some parts of its basic operating system are developed in ABAP. 
What makes ERP so special in general is that these applications are intended for customisation, 
to meet the requirements of the company that implement it. For SAP, the ABAP language is used 
for customisation and modification.

SAP R/3 is an extremely adaptable and highly automated program, capable of routinely 
performing many formerly manual tasks. In German, the abbreviation stands for “Systeme, 
Anwendungen, Produkte in der Datenverarbeitung”, and translated into English this means 
“Systems, Applications, and Products in Data Processing”. SAP R/3 is the leading Enterprise 
Information and Management Package worldwide. Use of this package makes it possible to track 
and manage, in real-time, sales, production, finance, accounting and human resources in an 
enterprise.

SAP software was developed to be modular, scalable, open and flexible, allowing companies 
to tailor it specifically to their needs. This approach to implementing software is referred to as 
‘configure to order’ because each implementation will be different according to each company’s 
needs. Information integration is a major belief of the SAP philosophy, and the company places 
great emphasis on the creation of tools that facilitate it by providing integration tools and 
methods for linking distributed systems.

Traditional ГГ systems used by many businesses today have been developed to accomplish 
some specific task and provide reports and analysis of events that have already taken place. 
Examples are accounting general ledger systems. Occasionally, some systems operate in a ‘real- 
time’ mode that is, have up to date information and can be used to actually control events. A 
typical company has many separate systems to manage different processes like production, sales 
and accounting. Each of these systems has its own databases and seldom passes information to 
other systems in a timely manner.

SAP takes a different approach, as it is the only information system in an enterprise. All 
applications access common data. Real events in the business initiate transactions. Accounting is 
done automatically by events in sales and production (ideally). Sales can see when products can 
be delivered. Production schedules are driven by sales. The whole system is designed to be real
time and not historical.

Enterprise-wide integration is the main functionality of the SAP R/3 system. The R/3 
system’s components are fully integrated. Once data is entered, it resides in the central database 
shared by all R/3 components. Transaction-related process chains trigger the next activity as 
needed from engineering to production planning to sales and distribution. The SAP R/3 system is 
based on Client/Server architecture that consists of three different layers.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration___________________________ KONE Distributor Operations

26 The fourth generation programming language of SAP
27 A linked list is one of the simplest data structures used in computer programming. It consists of a sequence of 
nodes, each containing arbitrary data fields and one or two references (‘links') pointing to the next and/or previous 
nodes. Linked lists permit insertion and removal of nodes at any point in the list in constant time, but do not allow 
random access.
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SAP system architecture layers:

• Presentation server: Your local PC that has SAP GUI (SAP Graphical User Interface).

• Application server: The application server is used to run the business application programs in the 
R/3 client/server concept. The application modules are loaded from the database server to the 
application server as required. Thus the application server requires only storage capacity to 
accommodate UNIX, Swapping and the SAP runtime environment.

• Database server: The data base server stores the SAP application programs and data in the R/3 
client/server concept. It also handles the SAP update program and batchjobs.

The R/3 system works through ‘transactions’ that allow a user to run various functions, and 
are similar to ‘forms’ in computer language. After the user has logged-in to the system, they are 
taken to a general main portal called ‘SAP Easy Access’, from which they can jump directly into 
any transactions by either selecting it from their favourites, from the extensive menu, or by 
typing the transaction code (e.g. “VA01”) into the access text box at the top-right of the screen. 
Each transaction in turn contains a multitude of data input fields that are used to determine the 
outcome of its function or simply for information input. A screenshot of this ‘Easy Access’ 
screen is shown in Figure 15.

SAP Easy Access
asi'ö so a ¿7 ▼ ж

Q Favorites
0 VA01 ■ Create Sales Order 
I*] Z750 - Order Management 
0 VA02 • Change Sales Order 
S VA05 - List ot Sales Orders 
0 F.99- Balance sheet 
0 VA03- Display Sales Order 
0 VF02 • Change Billing Document 
g VF03 - Display Billing Document 
0 Y_S01 _84000003-Reporting 
0 S_ALR_87013543 • Costs to networks 

v Q SAP menu 
& J Office 

t> _| Logistics 
& 2] Accounting 

fc 22l Human Resources 

& 23 Information Systems 
> 23 Archives 
& 21 Tools

Figure 15 - KONE SAP R/3 main 'Easy Access' screen

There exist two types of production related transactions in the R/3 system, Sales Orders (SO) 
and Purchase Orders (PO). The distinction is that while a Sales Order is a single generic 
transaction for an entire project, its requirements are broken down into multiple Purchase Orders, 
which actually requisitions the various necessary components of the Sales Order. For example, if 
one is to order a door for an elevator, there will be many components that make up the door, 
which will be supplied by different vendors. Each of these vendors will need separate Purchase 
Orders, in which the exact specification of the parts to be ordered from that vendor is made.

In a more particular context to ordering at KDI, a relatively simple SO is written into the R/3 
system, which is then used as a costing point for any expenses relating to the project when 
ordering from various KONE supply-lines through the processes to be described. This is the 
reason why KDI has to create an SAP release for the sale of all of its products.
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2.5 Existing KDI Processes

Central to many performance improvement efforts is an emphasis on processes. The assumption 
is that a business can be defined as a set of interrelated ‘processes’ that are logically and 
continuously evolving to satisfy a set of common customer-oriented objectives. Hammer et al. 
(1993) define a process as “a collection of activities that takes one or more kinds of input and 
creates an output that is of value to the customer”.

It should be noted that the reason for any development should always be improvement, and 
the ordering processes at KDI are continuously, both voluntarily and systematically, being fine- 
tuned, as new systems are released and decisions regarding general process reorganisation are 
made. Therefore, the process steps described throughout this section are those that the author has 
himself employed, through the experiences gained in his work at KDI, and are not always similar 
to those used by others in the organisation, as they may not reflect the more abstract ‘real-life’ 
works in process.

Furthermore, the initial purpose of this background study into the active processes was to 
uncover the most optimal ‘route’ in terms of the duration of task execution, efficiency and 
flexibility in special cases. The ultimate goal of analysing these processes is to reduce the 
number of steps or ‘mouse-clicks’ associated in the ordering process of each product described, 
as well as have a solid idea of the associated requirements, efficiency and possible ‘bottle-necks’, 
so that they can be placed under scrutiny in the retrospective analysis of any proposed systems.

2.5.1 Process Timeline

A simplified timeline of KDI product delivery to Distributors is presented in Figure 16, mainly 
with the ordering of elevators and escalators in mind. It includes stages from tendering, to the 
completion of production, delivery and installation onsite. The red-dotted vertical lines signify a 
handover stage and the blue horizontal arrows are progress over time, in this example in weeks.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Tender —> KDI -> SL Ready Pickup Installation

Process: Engineering Processing Production Storage Delivery ;

H 1 1 4
Time (weeks): 0 1 2 -12 ? ?

Figure 16 - Simplified general ordering process timeline 28 

As can be seen from the timeline:

• One week is allocated for order data to be input (costing files, CAD drawings and Order Forms) by 
the Distributor

• One week is allocated for KDI to process the order, get it confirmed with the supply-line and placed 
in the production queue

Some common quoted production times are:

• MonoSpace® Standard (SUI): 8 weeks
• MonoSpace® Special (SUI): 10 weeks

• EC03000™ Escalator (ESH): 8 weeks
• MonoSpace® Special (SUE): 12 weeks

28 The tilde (~) indicates an approximate value, e.g. different products have different SL production times. The 
question mark (?) indicates an unknown time, e.g. storage and delivery times are variable.
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Lead-Time Schedules

Lead-time schedules offer a possibility to estimate when a specific product will be ready for 
pick-up from the supply-line (SL) after the order has been placed by the front-line (FL). Figure 
17 is a lead-time schedule from SUI for the MonoSpace® Standard elevator. To make use of it, 
one simply has to find the week the order was made using the week numbers on the y-axis 
columns, and then trace it to the last entry row in the sheet marked “GIF” in dark grey meaning 
the week of delivery on the x-axis rows. The cells marked in light blue indicate order reception; 
dark blue is production time; and yellow means that the SL is on holiday.

Figure 17 - SUI lead-time schedule for MonoSpace® Standard elevator production

These schedules are also used by front lines when estimating realistically possible delivery 
dates to request through integrated SAP ordering systems. They are critical especially to front 
lines for this kind of capacity planning because the SL Customer Service teams have more exact 
Intranet systems for this same purpose, but sometimes these lead-time schedules are the only 
option.

Data Requirements

The software tools and file formats applied in all of the processes at KDI described in this study 
are outlined in Table 3. They are used for the creation of Order Forms, layout drawings and 
costing information, necessary for the Distributor to compose an order, and for KDI to process 
that order to the SL.

All of these documents are required by KDI to be prepared by the Distributor; unless they 
have need of extensive engineering (manual) or special circumstances apply. The Distributor 
uses the stand-alone software applications introduced in section “2.3 Stand-Alone Software 
Tools”, or other editable Order Forms (OF) and Price Lists (PL), to create these documents and 
then sends them to KDI via e-mail.
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Table 3 - Order process data requirements by product

Process -> SL Order Form Drawings Costing

MonoSpace® 

Standard A SUI KCT -» OF
AFL CAD -> 
PDF Drawings

KCT
PDF OF + PDF 
Drawings

MonoSpace® 
Standard В SUI KCT —» OF AFL CAD —» 

PDF Drawings
KCT PDF OF + PDF 

Drawings

FuRe SUI XLS OF
VFL CAD —> 
PDF Drawings

KCT + PL
XLS OF + PDF 
Drawings

MonoSpace® 
Special A SUI XLS OF VFL CAD -> 

PDF Drawings CST
XLS OF + PDF 
Drawings

TranSys
2000kg SUI XLS OF

VFL CAD -> 
PDF Drawings

CST
XLS OF + PDF 
Drawings

MonoSpace® 
Special C SUE CST -> CST File

Manual Vertex 
-> VTX File CST

CST File + VTX 
Drawings

TranSys
4000kg

SUE CST -> CST File
Manual Vertex 
-> VTX File

CST
CST File + VTX 
Drawings

MiniSpace™ SUE CST -> CST File
Manual Vertex 
-* VTX File

CST
CST File + VTX 
Drawings

ЕСОЗООО™ 
Escalator

ESH
XLS OF / 
MyOrderform

Planulator / 
Manual

XLS OF/ 
MyOrderform

XLS OF / 
MyOrderform

Elevator 
Spare Parts SBU XLS OF/ 

MyElevatorSpare None PL/
MyElevatorSpare

XLS OF/ 
MyElevatorSpare

Escalator 
Spare Parts

SBU
XLS OF/ 
MyEscalatorSpare

None
PL/
MyEscalatorSpare

XLS OF/ 
MyEscalatorSpare

Quality
Feedback All XLS Feedback 

Form None None
XLS Feedback 
Form

KONE ‘S-Plan’ and Milestones

A more in depth description of the ‘milestones’, or stages associated from tender to after sales, is 
described by the KONE “S-Plan”. This term comes from the Swedish “Sambands Plan”, which 
can be roughly translated as the “mutual communications” plan. The ‘S-Plan’ is used internally 
at KONE to better communicate and understand the progress of an order. These milestones are 
also an easy way to divide and clarify the process. Table 4 describes each of these milestones, its 
meaning and requirements, and the delegation of responsibility. It should be noted that they do 
not apply for spare parts ordering, but have been designed for the more extensive ordering 
processes of elevators and escalators.

As has been mentioned earlier, although KDI’s arrangement with its Distributors is rather 
unique, the ‘S-Plan’ can still be applied, because from the point of view of the SL, KDI and the 
Distributor are both the FL. Generally speaking, while the Distributor handles milestones ‘-Г to 
‘lc’ at the beginning of the process, once they have sent their order to KDI and assuming all of 
the order documents described in Table 3 have been appropriately created, the process is handed 
over to KDI ESC. KDI is then responsible for the successful supervision of stages ‘2’ to ‘3b’, 
after which the distributor takes over once again at point ‘3c’. Conversely, at any point during 
these last stages up till point ‘6c’, the distributor may send Quality Feedback informing of 
material defects (warranty) or requiring express replacement of components damaged in transit.
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Table 4 - ‘S-Plan’ milestone definition 29

Milestone Completed activity |

-1 Binding tender submitted to the client.

0 Client order received by the FL.
Ob Order Booked and reported as Order Received.

1 Engineering order. The technical specification with related building and design drawings 
is verified by order engineering (ESC). Order acknowledgement is sent to the FL.

lb General arrangement drawings are completed and sent to the FL for client approval.

lc The client-approved drawings are received and accepted by Order Engineering.

2

Final and completed order with technical specification is received and accepted by 
Order Engineering. The feasibility of the order is verified. All commercial and technical 
details are agreed. The contents of delivery and transfer price are confirmed to the FL.
The order is technically and commercially frozen.

2b Internal handover to installation

2d
Order engineering completed. Bill of Materials (BOM) is ready. Internal handover from 
Order Engineering to the SL.

3
No-return-point. The FL gives the written permission to start manufacturing based on the 
verified construction site schedule and assumes financial responsibility in the event of 
changes to its order or timing.

3a Delivery date confirmation. The exact material delivery date and time is agreed based on 
the verified site and the material readiness.

3b Shipment The material and related documents leave the SL, or are placed in storage.

3c The material arrives on site. Delivery conditions according to the IncoTerms standard.

4 Installation starts

4b Completion of installation. The elevator is ready for inspection.

4c Code inspection passed and any remarks defined.

5
Handover to client. The elevator is ready for public use and the client accepts the elevator 
in its current condition.

5b Final invoice sent to the client

5c Remarks corrected. Any changes, which are required to meet code and/or client remarks, 
are corrected and accepted.

5d Internal handover to maintenance
5e The contract is fully paid

6 Start of warranty period

6b End of free service
6c Expiration of warranty according to the KONE Elevators’ warranty policy.

29 Table from KONE Technical Documentation "DL1-01.07.090-BU 1 ; S-Plan BSU; Technical information for 
sales ” (see “References; KONE Intranet”)
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IncoTerms Standard

Figure 18 depicts the international IncoTerms 2000 trade standard, which uses a set of three- 
letter acronyms to describe the agreed contractual terms of delivery between a client and 
supplier. Typically, e.g. elevators are contracted with “EXW” or “FCA” which means that the 
client must arrange for transport from the SL or warehouse to the installation site, on the other 
hand, e.g. spare parts are supplied as “DDU” meaning that courier transport is paid to the 
destination country, but the duty (customs) remains to be paid for by the client themselves. 
Notably, when receiving a pre-confirmation order from the SL for an order made, the time 
indicated (commonly referred to as FCA) is equivalent of the ‘3a’ milestone time, although it is 
rather commonly, however mistakenly, referred to as the ‘3b’ time.

DAF О DELIVERED AT FRONTIER Toimitettuna rajalle (nimettyyn paikkaan)

RISKIT Sovitulla rajalla

DES 0 DELIVERED EX SHIP loiniltemmaalutsessa(mm«ysMmMrasatamatta)
ASIAKIRJAT

DEQB DELIVERED EX QUAY Toimitettuna Munita (nimetyssä màârasalamitsa)

RISKIT 

DDU DELIVERED DUTY UNPAID Toimitettuna lullaamatta (nimetystä maataoaikassa)
ASIAKIRIAT
RISKIT  

DDP DELIVERED DUTY PAID Toimitettuna tullattuna (nlmetwi maarapaikassa)

ASIAKIR
RISKIT

«

0 GIF
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT
KULUT

CRT
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT
KULUT

CIP
AS,ASiMT

KULUT

0 DAF
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT
KULUT

0 DES
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT

0 DEQ
ASIAKIRIAT 

RISKIT 
KULUT I

DDU
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT
KULUT

DDP
ASIAKIRJAT

RISKIT
KULUT

Figure 18 - Explanatory diagram of the IncoTerms 2000 standard 30

30 Figure reproduced from Pohjola IncoTerms (2000)
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2.5.2 Ordering Elevators

The existing process for ordering of elevators is rather extensive and could perhaps even be 
called complex, as there are numerous steps that depend upon the outcomes of their precedents. 
In addition, there are many steps that require the speciality and experience of employees trained 
in various disciplines across the organisation, which makes cross- and even inter-organisational 
automation of the entire process extremely difficult if not impossible.

Fortunately, the application of SAP R/3 at the supply-line has already succeeded in 
automating the manufacturing process through supply-chain management. What are left over are 
the various steps that still require communication and the exchange of data from the FL to the 
SL. As an introduction, the process of ordering elevators can perhaps best be understood through 
examination of the flowchart of Figure 19.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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Confirmation 
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Figure 19 - Elevator ordering process flowchart

The most critical process of placing the order from the Distributor to KDI to the SL is 
highlighted in red in Figure 19 for clarity, as it is particularly this ‘route’ that has the most 
potential to be improved. As can be seen, most of the other stages are manual because of the 
material nature of the product, or due to human communication, and are therefore impossible to 

automate.

The amount of labour on the side of the Distributor should be noted in particular. The 
Distributor, in cooperation with the customer, carries out mostly all of the preparation work. KDI 
merely modifies parts of this data and passes it on to the SL. A more detailed description of what 
is required presently on the KDI side of the process is called for. This can be introduced in 
simplified free text-form for a clear step-by-step understanding.
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Step-by-step process description:

• The Order Form (PDF or XLS) and Layout Drawings (PDF) sent with the Purchase Order e-mail 
from the Distributor need to be checked to contain all of the required information.

• Any attachments and the order e-mail itself need to be archived on a KDI server.

• An SAP R/3 Sales Order, which includes such order information as costing, pricing and requested 
delivery date, needs to be created.

• All relevant information concerning the order (SAP reference numbers, elevator COP numbers, 
elevator type information, pricing and costing information as well as requested delivery dates) 
needs to be added to the appropriate local KDI Order Book (XLS).

• When procedure requires (depending on the credit history of the Distributor in question), an 
advance invoice needs to be created (through the R/3 system) and sent to the Distributor. A bank 
transfer confirmation for the down payment identified in this invoice needs to be received before 
proceeding with ordering.

• A cover letter (DOC) for the Purchase Order to the SL needs to be created citing the required 
elevator COP numbers, KDI SAP network reference numbers, type(s) of unit(s), and requested 
delivery dates.

• A Purchase Order e-mail including the previous cover letter, Order Forms and layout drawings 
needs to be sent to the appropriate SL contact.

• The e-mail needs to be saved as previously for archiving.
• A pre-confirmation e-mail will arrive shortly from the SL, the planned delivery date quoted in this 

e-mail needs to be input into the local KDI Order Book and forwarded to the Distributor.
• A fax Order Confirmation will arrive later from the SL, this will quote the final delivery date of the 

unit(s) and the local KDI Order Book needs to be amended accordingly. Also the Distributor needs 
to be notified so that they can arrange for transport.

• A final invoice needs to be created (through the R/3 system) and sent to the Distributor the same 
month as the order has been confirmed for delivery.

In the optimal situation, when there are no discrepancies or mistakes in the order documents 
prepared by the Distributor, KDI has to simply input some general information about the order 
into its SAP system, create a cover letter including these SAP references, and send all of the 
information to the SL. After this point KDI solely acts as a go-between for the SL and the 
Distributor, forwarding pre-confirmations, final confirmations and finally billing the Distributor 
for the order.

On the other hand, when inconsistencies are noticed by the Customer Service team at the SL 
in the order documents prepared by the Distributor, the SL has to query KDI, who can only 
forward its questions to the Distributor and wait for replies. This is when inefficiencies become 
evident, and the effectiveness and response time of the process is low, since KDI cannot 
intervene or facilitate, as the Distributor needs to personally answer any queries. The bottleneck 
in this process is therefore clearly communication, as there is a lack of a direct link between the 
Distributor and SL.

Notably the more difficult steps to automate or improve in this process are those that have to 
do with after sales (e.g. invoicing) and arranging delivery, mainly because KDI Distributors are 
not using EDI applications, which rules out the possibility of automating invoicing, and delivery 
will always have to be arranged individually as this is still performed separate of the ordering 
process. It is worth mentioning however, that as soon as delivery arrangements become a part of 
the mainstream process, they will be much easier to integrate because this can be arranged 
directly between the Distributor and SL without KDI as a go between.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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A more in-depth study and step-by-step description of the ordering process for elevators can 
be found in Gillberg (2005a).

2.5.3 Ordering Escalators

Ordering escalators is similar to ordering elevators, with the distinction that instead of KDI 
sending the Excel-based Order Form that the Distributor has prepared directly to the Customer 
Service team, KDI has to use the information provided in the documents to specify the escalator 
into the SAP R/3 system through an Intranet tool called ‘My Order Form 2.0’, also known as 
‘myOrderform’, which will be described in more detail later in this study. It is worthy noting 
now however, that this e-tool also works also as a costing tool, giving the exact full cost at the 
escalator supply-line, of which KONE has four:

• Keighley, Great Britain (ESY) • Kunshan, China (ESK)
• Moline, U.S.A. (ESM) • Hattingen, Germany (ESH)

These supply-lines all fall under the control of the Global Escalator Supply (GES) and Global 
Customer Service (GCS), and all orders are made through the latter. As an introduction, this 
process will perhaps best be explained through examination of the flowchart of Figure 20. The 
actual ordering process has been highlighted in red for clarification, and will be explained in 
more detail in a simplified free-text form for a clear step-by-step understanding of its 
requirements.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ KONE Distributor Operations

Figure 20 - Technical flow diagram of existing system for ordering escalators 

Step-by-step KDI process description:

• The Order Form (PDF or XLS) sent with the Purchase Order e-mail from the Distributor, needs to 
be checked to contain all of the required information.

• Any attachments and the order e-mail itself need to be archived on a KDI server.

• An SAP R/3 Sales Order, which includes all required order information, such as costing, pricing 
and requested delivery date, needs to be created.

• All relevant information concerning the order (SAP reference numbers, unit type information, 
pricing and costing information as well as requested delivery dates) needs to be added to the 
appropriate local KDI Order Book (XLS).

• When procedure requires (depending on the credit history of the Distributor in question), an 
advance invoice needs to be created (through the R/3 system) and sent to the Distributor. A bank 
transfer confirmation for the down payment identified in this invoice needs to be received before 
proceeding with ordering.

• The escalator specification from the Order Form including other necessary information from before 
needs to be entered into the ‘myOrderform’ supply-line integrated Intranet ordering tool.

• An e-mail citing ‘myOrderform’ reference numbers needs to be sent to the appropriate SL contact 
for checking of the specification and should be saved as previously for archiving.

• When the SL contact has confirmed the specification, the order needs to be made ‘final’ through 
‘myOrderform’.
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• A pre-confirmation e-mail will arrive shortly from the SL, the planned delivery date quoted in this 
e-mail needs to be entered into the local KDI Order Book and forwarded to the Distributor.

• A fax Order Confirmation will arrive later from the SL, this includes the final delivery date of the 
unit(s) and the local KDI Order Book needs to be amended accordingly. Also the Distributor needs 
to be notified so that they can arrange for transport.

• A final invoice needs to be created (through the R/3 system) and sent to the Distributor the same 
month as the order has been confirmed for delivery.

Clearly the difficulty with this process is that since the ‘myOrderform’ e-tool is an Intranet 
tool that can only be accessed from within the KONE network, it cannot be used as such by 
Distributors to specify their orders. Instead Distributors have to use the somewhat older system 
of Excel-based Order Forms, which have been gradually phased out and are no longer accepted 
by the SL. These Order Forms are also used for tendering projects as they include pricing 
algorithms. KDI has to transfer the information in the Order Forms to the Intranet tool in order to 
create the order at the SL. The major bottleneck here therefore is data is being retyped by KDI, 
causing additional workload as well as further delay in the process.

In effect, it is the introduction of the ‘myOrderform’ tool to the process in the summer of 
2004 that ultimately caused the need for rethinking the Distributor to KDI escalator ordering 
process, as retyping of orders is not an option because it is irrational and KDI cannot absorb the 
extra workload without increasing running costs. It is clear that the solution to this problem is to 
provide Distributors with access to an appropriately modified version of this new Intranet 
escalator-ordering tool so that KDI does not need to retype order specifications locally.

A more in-depth study and step-by-step description of the ordering process for escalators can 
be found in Gillberg (2005a).

2.5.4 Ordering Spare Parts

Spare parts for elevators and escalators are ordered through another group of new Intranet tools. 
The tool for ordering elevator spare parts is ‘My Elevator Spare Parts 2.0’, also known as 
‘myElevatorSpare’, and the tool for escalator spare parts is ‘My Escalator Spare Parts 2.0’ or 
‘myEscalatorSpare’. Both of these tools were introduced at KONE at the start of 2004, and the 
then current system of Excel-based Order Forms is gradually being phased out, so that in 2005 
all orders to the SBU SL in charge of spare parts have to be made through one of the two e-tools. 
For ease of readability, the two tools will hereafter be referred to as ‘mySpare’.

Materials and other order information are specified by KDI through ‘mySpare’ using simple 
Order Forms prepared by the Distributor. The e-tool then works through an HTML interface 
called a В API with the SBU R/3 system that has direct access to stock and costing databases as 
well as being able to manage the necessary logistics of the order by feeding the relevant 
information to the courier ERP (UPS) through Electronic Data Interchange (EDI). It should be 
clear that unnecessary retyping of order information exists at this stage, due to the fact that KDI 
cannot simply forward the Distributor sent Order Forms to the SL.

The process of ordering spare parts is complicated by requirements associated with 
information gathering, the nature of international trade through customs, and material stock 
availability. To explain this process in more detail, the application of the flowchart of Figure 21 
is essential. Note in the diagram that the initial ‘information collection’ phase has been separated 
from the actual ‘ordering’ phase for clarification. Also, the actual stages in the process where 
ordering data is passed from the Distributor to KDI to the SL, have been highlighted in red, for 
clarification, as it is these stages that will once again be analysed for possible improvements.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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What should be particularly noted in Figure 21 is that there are a number of stages where it is 
possible that delays are introduced into the process (highlighted in dark grey). These delays 
prevent it from being a ‘pipeline’ process, potentially at expenditure to efficiency and 
effectiveness. They occur when waiting for cost and weight information from SBU with ‘not-in- 
database’ materials (materials that are not found in the SAP R/3 databases at SBU), waiting for 
the down payment with ‘bad-non-EC’ countries (Distributors that have bad credit and are outside 
of the European Community), and waiting for the packing list to arrive from SBU (the packing 
list contains information regarding the shipment that is critical for the delivery documents that 
need to be sent with the consignment).
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Figure 21 - Spare parts ordering process flowchart

The steps of this process should be explained in simplified free text-form for a more clear 
understanding of what is required.

Step-by-step process description:

• The Order Form, which was sent with the order e-mail from the Distributor, needs to be checked 
and modified to contain the necessary information.

• Any attachments and the order e-mail itself need to be archived on a KDI server.
• An SAP R/3 Sales Order needs to be created with all of the required data from above such as 

material price and cost as well as freight costs.
• When the Distributor has been labelled as ‘bad-non-EC’, an advance invoice needs to be created 

(through the R/3 system) and sent to the Distributor. The down payment identified in this invoice 
needs to be received before proceeding with ordering.

• The order specification needs to be entered into the ‘mySpare’ supply-line integrated ordering tool 
and all possible materials be ordered (stock and non-stock).

• If there are materials, which are not found through ‘mySpare’, a Purchase Order for these materials 
needs to be sent via e-mail to the appropriate SBU contact.
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• When a packing list arrives shortly from SBU, a final invoice needs to be created (through the R/3 
system) and sent to the appropriate SBU contact so that they can send the materials (only for Non- 
EC and Bad-Non-EC countries).

Average duration estimate of process completion (for materials in stock):

• EC countries: 1 hour, because the process is pipelined and there is no waiting involved.
• Non-EC countries: 1-2 working days, because one has to wait for the packing list to arrive from 

SBU.
• Bad-Non-EC countries: 1-4 weeks, because one has to wait first for the down payment and then 

for the packing list.

For ‘not-in-database’ materials (parts which cannot be found in the R/3 system databases), it 
can be assumed that a minimum of one-day is added to the ordering process, because one has to 
wait for an answer from the non-stock team as to the availability, price and weight of the 
materials in question. These always need to be ordered via e-mail, and their delivery may take 
weeks or even months. However, with non-stock materials, although these can be ordered 
through the ‘myElevatorSpare’ tool, their delivery will always take from weeks to months, and 
for that reason are usually delivered separately. Nonetheless, they do not affect the actual time to 
order the materials, only their delivery.

The process flowchart in Figure 22 describes the technical aspect, or electronic information 
flow, of the existing process of ordering spare parts, with stock materials in mind. In contrast to 
the earlier explanations and flowcharts, which described the process from the human task side, 
we can now see the various applied mediums, protocols and implementations for electronic 
information interchange throughout the entire process. For clarity, the actual manual ordering 
tasks are highlighted in red, while from KDI’s perspective all of the other stages are already 
automated and do not need to be streamlined any further.

Non-EC countries: 
Waiting Invoice Status

Ordering
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I I
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Figure 22 - Electronic information flow in ordering spare parts

It is once more clear that the main difficulty in this process is the retyping of order 
information due to Distributors not having access to the ‘mySpare’ ordering tools. Another 
bottleneck are the delays that were described in reference to the amount of waiting that occurs. 
Analysis shows that both of these problems can be solved or bettered by allowing Distributors 
access to appropriately modified versions of the two spare parts ordering tools for elevators and 
escalators. This will eliminate KDI having to wait for material delivery and information 
concerning parts that are not found through the tool because distributors will then have these 
tasks on their side of the process tree.

A more in-depth study and step-by-step description of the ordering process for spare parts 
can be found in Gillberg (2005a).
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2.5.5 Quality Feedback

Quality feedback is an integral part of the after sales and life cycle management processes at 
KONE, and it is often the only way that end-users can have their say about products (see section 
“2.2 Life Cycle Management at KDI”). It is the process of either claiming for replacement of 
materials that are faulty due to manufacturing errors or design defects (supply-line faults) 
through warranty claims, as well as replacing materials that were damaged on-site or during 
transit (front-line faults) through express orders. These are both handled through a single 
common Excel-based form called a Feedback Form. The actual difference between warranty 
claims and express orders is responsibility for the fault or error in the materials in question.

Express orders are frequently made when the front-line, or Distributor in KDI’s case, needs 
the materials as soon as possible. Although this practice is many times more expensive than 
ordering through the normal spare parts process, express order materials have priority over all 
other sales and distribution, as even materials that area reserved for elevator and escalator 
production are second in priority to them.

The process of quality feedback can perhaps be best described through examination of the 
flowchart of Figure 23, which illustrates how decisions are made throughout the process. The 
stages highlighted in red are those that are currently most labour-intensive and should be further 
analysed for any potential to be automated. It will be more difficult to improve the rest of the 
processes, as they are either mostly caused by the material nature of the product or cannot be 
automated because of a lack of EDI systems at Distributors, which could plausibly speed-up 
invoicing and payments. Additional rethinking needs to go into the actual sending and reception 
of Feedback Forms, which involves the most workload for KDI.

XLS Feedback Form

Express OrderWarranty Claim

e-Mail -* 
FB Team

SL/FL
Fault? KDI SAP

e-Mail ->e-Mail -> FB Team
Claim ?

KDI
Invoice —> 

Distri.
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Material
Delivery

Material
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Figure 23 - Quality feedback process flowchart
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Data flows from the Distributor to KDI, who in turn makes a decision as to the nature of 
responsibility in the claim and forward the Feedback Form to the SL Feedback Team in question. 
Once and if the claim has been accepted by the Feedback Team, the order for materials is made 
to the appropriate supplier or stock storage. Transport and delivery are arranged with the 
Distributor through KDI. Additionally, if responsibility for the fault or error falls under the 
Distributor (front-line fault), payment and a purchasing order need to be arranged with KDI.

A more detailed description of what is required presently on the KDI side of the process is 
called for. This can be introduced in simplified free text-form for a clear step-by-step 
understanding.

Step-by-step process description:

• The Feedback Form, which was sent with the e-mail from the Distributor, needs to be checked and 
modified to contain the necessary and appropriate information (mainly contact information is 

modified by KDI).

• All relevant information concerning the warranty claim or express order (reference number, 
description and type of fault, required materials) needs to be added to the KDI Warranty Claim 

Register (XLS).

• The modified Feedback Form, as well as any attachments that may have been sent with the e-mail 
such as pictures explaining the fault, need to be archived on a KDI server.

• The Feedback Form and any possible pictures need to be sent by e-mail to the appropriate SL 

Feedback Team.

• Confirmation e-mail will arrive shortly from the Feedback team, revealing the planned delivery 
date for the materials. This needs to be forwarded to the Distributor.
■ In case of warranty claims, this confirmation e-mail will contain information about whether 

return of the faulty material is required and sensible. This needs to be made clear to the 
Distributor as otherwise they will be invoiced for the new materials.

■ In case of express orders (front-line faults), wait for material and freight cost details and then 
create an SAP R/3 Sales Order. The Distributor will need to be invoiced for the cost of the 

materials ordered.

A more in-depth study and step-by-step description of the quality feedback process can be 
found in Gillberg (2005a).
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3 Background Theory

3.1 Engineers & Life Cycle Management
According to Dieter (1991), “The philosophy of life cycle engineering is that the entire life of the 
product should be considered in its original design. Traditionally, engineers have focused chiefly 
on the acquisition phase of a product’s life cycle. However, in the worldwide market today a 
competitive product cannot be achieved unless performance, reliability, and maintainability are 
addressed at the design concept stage. These issues cannot be considered only after the design is 
completed.

The stages in the life of a product are design, production, distribution, consumption, and 
retirement. The need for close integration of all aspects of manufacturing into the design stage is 
crucial. Distribution involves the transfer of the product to the client. The product must be 
designed so that it is not damaged or lost in transit, and so it will be efficiently warehoused. For 
highly technical products, such as elevators, distribution may involve the use of field engineers 
who assist in installing the product and advise the user regarding its use. Consumption involves 
service in use. Everything is consumed or wears out as it is used. Good design anticipates these 
events and provides recovery mechanisms or for easy replacement of parts. Finally, retirement 
involves withdrawal of the product from use. The designer must provide for easy recycling of the 
materials, or for disposal of the product in a way that is not harmful to the environment or to 
public safety.”

The task of a modem engineer, therefore, is no longer designing a product with solely its 
application in mind, but to integrate all aspects of the products’ life into the design process. In 
other words, Life Cycle Management (LCM) is the process of managing the creation, ‘health 
care’, retirement, and pension phases of products.

3.2 Integrating Cross-Organisational Processes

The main reason that companies are increasingly interested these days in becoming more 
networked lies in the attainment of a variety of benefits from increases in efficiency. Companies 
strive to be more efficient in both their external and internal affiliate procedures through 
common integration of processes and systems. The scope for realisation of this kind of dynamic 
automation is not a project that should be underestimated. The system has to be linked with sales 
and purchasing, ordering, accounting, stock supply, customer databases, production, logistics, 
the Internet, Intranet and Extranet services, data storage, billing, management systems etc. Such 
a project is a hefty one, but when correctly implemented will also prove to be worthwhile.

The successful management of a company’s processes requires a company wide information 
system (called Electronic Resource Planning or ERP), from which decisions can be made 
concerning actions for past, present and future development. Its functions are composed of 
various individual operational systems that merge to form an information database. When 
developed extensively, the system becomes automated, allowing for data from an order 
transaction to travel directly to production, where the order is completed, and to accounting 
where billing documents are created, as well as to logistics where the product is packaged with 
the billing documents and passed on to a courier or other form of transport. When there is a 
shortage of some raw material, component or product in the stock supply, the system orders a 
new shipment automatically.
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The diagram in Figure 24 gives some idea of the complexity and scale of a company’s 
electronic administration system.
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Figure 24 - e-Business implementation 31

Once realised in this manner, the system requires little work from employees and functions 
cost-effectively. A company’s biggest challenge is not simply to participate in different e-market 
place solutions, but to develop its own internal system to be efficient and compatible with the 
newest technologies. The best way to begin developing the automation of a company’s processes 
is to map all existing processes, eliminate unnecessary steps and automate the remaining required 
ones.

It is also possible to automate the purchasing operations of a company’s customers. The 
customer could perform their purchases through, e.g. the Extranet, and the system would store 
data concerning the customer’s visits and purchases. Logically, this system could then be 
integrated into the company’s own ERP systems, and a great potential increase in efficiency due 
to less manual labour and data-entry would be possible. Furthermore, the extra data collected 
automatically by the external purchasing system could provide useful statistics about the buying 
behaviour of customers.

3.3 Business-to-Business Integration

According to Samiani (2002) “Collaborative E-Commerce, which is the wave of the future, 
requires dynamic creation of trading relationships with new partners, public and private business 
process automation and increased adaptability and flexibility delivered by open architecture 
based integration middleware. In order to truly automate external trading partner interactions, the 
back-end internal business systems of the enterprises need to be seamlessly integrated into the 

same process.”
He continues that, “transforming an organisation to compete in this environment mandates 

enterprise application integration (EAI) and business-to-business integration (B2Bi). They are 
the pervasive enablers of most current business strategies, such as collaborative e-commerce, 
collaborative networks, supply chain management (SCM) and client relationship management 
(CRM) across multiple channels of delivery, including wireless services and the Internet.”

31 Diagram reproduced from “Digitaalinen Liiketoiminta; Huomisen Todellisuus" (2000)
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B2B¡ strategy should be laid out and executed in such a way so as to:

• Have an integrated, real-time application-to-application, system-to-system interaction with all the 
existing and new trading partners

• Eliminate all manual steps in business processes
• Conduct secure and real-time commerce transactions over the Internet

• Have the flexibility to accommodate the different mode of interactions of each partner

• Have the ability to adapt to change, quickly and easily in this dynamic age of B2B collaborative e- 
commerce.

This is what B2Bi is all about: the end-to-end automation and integration of cross
organisation business processes, data, applications and systems.

According to him, “through B2Bi, the integrated companies operate efficiently on a real-time 
basis, which has a direct impact on their bottom line. The return on investment (ROI) for B2Bi is 
extremely high: often 5 to 15 times more, with a payback period measured in months, not years. 
The ROI on B2Bi comes from the increased operational efficiency and reduced costs that are 
achieved by streamlining, automating business processes, reduced cycle time and supply chain 
automation.

How do you measure the ROI on B2Bi? Well, there is a right way and a wrong way to 
measure ROI. The wrong way to justify B2B integration is by measuring the time representatives 
saved in reduced paper work, or in revenue the company saves by slicing the need for data entry. 
The right way is to measure the quantum of reduction in operational and developmental costs.

B2Bi represents opportunities to increase revenues through decreased communication, 
reduction in operational and development costs and automated supply chain and client 
relationship management, resulting in higher profit margins. It dramatically reduces human 
intervention in business processes for faster, more reliable and more profitable transactions. The 
benefits of B2Bi, lower costs, reduced inventory levels, faster time to market and better-informed 
decisions, have a cumulative effect on increasing the productivity of a company. In a recent 
research report, it was forecasted that by 2004, business-to-business integration will generate 
productivity gains equivalent to 1-2 % of sales; by 2010, this figure could grow to 6 %, or 
roughly $1 trillion.

Increased Revenue + Decreased Cost + Improved Efficiency = Higher Profitability

A company should calculate the implementation and ongoing costs associated with the 
project including software, hardware, system integration and future production support expenses. 
These cost estimates should be carefully examined to determine the ROI for the proposed 
solution. Every company wants to be considered forward thinking, but revenue, not technology, 
is still the king in the corporate world. Beware of any overly ambitious initiative spearheaded by 
the IT department.

Though many software vendors claim an out-of-the-box solution to B2B integration, the truth 
is that implementing a B2Bi solution can often be a laborious, expensive undertaking.” Table 5 
outlines the differences between B2B and B2C.
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Table 5 - Differences between B2B and B2C32

Business to Business (B2B) Business to Consumer (B2C) |

Commerce Activities Business-to-business encompasses 
many other types of activities than 
simply placing orders between 
businesses (e.g. joint design, 
development and manufacture). For 
these issues, there is a need to agree 
on platforms and/or data interchange 
standards.
Typical activities among companies 
participating in B2B commerce 
include collaborative planning and 
forecasting, order fulfilment, payment 
execution and status tracking.

For the business-to-consumer, the 
business only has to be able to 
support communications via the 
Internet, phone, fax and e-mail. The 
focus is on providing services such as 
product catalogues, ordering and 
payment and status checking.

Business Models The business models in B2B are much 
more defensible than in B2C. B2B is 
an evolved economy. It is about 
transformation and evolution of 
business. In B2B, buyers and suppliers 
are made more efficient, competitive 
and profitable.

The B2C models are based on 
optimising the ability to directly 
attract, manage and support the 
individual client, thus eliminating the 
traditional middleman.
In B2C, it is a case of new vs. old: it 
is Amazon vs. Borders. They are 
fighting for a share of the same client.

Nature of
Transactions

B2B orders are governed by the 
complex business rules of different 
parties (such as buyers, sellers and 
Distributors) involved in the 
transaction. Each side wants visibility 
in the transaction from inception to 
completion.

B2C orders are often impulse or spot 
transactions with a short life span. 
There is greater leniency in fulfilment 
of these orders.

Order Size In most cases, the average order size 
(in value) in the B2B world is large.

In most cases, the average order size 
(in value) in the B2C world is small.

32 Table from Samiani (2002)
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4 Implementation

4.1 Existing SAP Integration
KONE has chosen SAP R/3 as its ERP system. Implementation of R/3 began at KONE around 
the turn of the millennium, and consumed a great deal of investment, time and extensive training 
of the entire workforce. Each employee had to change how they performed their job and revised 
processes had to be created for every task. However, KONE was successful at integrating all of 
its processes, from sales to delivery and accounting to management, as listed previously, into R/3 
and its databases. Practically every task requires application of SAP. However, all of this did not 
come without its price, and the starting investment in the SAP R/3 system was somewhere 
around 250 MEUR and annual running costs are in the tens of millions. KONE has also needed 
to establish an SAP dedicated workforce in total consisting of around 300 programmers, 
developers and application maintenance personnel.

In spite of everything, four-years after its inception in 2004, the widespread attitude to SAP 
is a rather negative one throughout the mainstream of the workforce. This can be explained by 
the simple truth that employees had become proficient at their own way of accomplishing tasks, 
and to be suddenly forced to change their practices according to the strict rules of a new system 
did not appeal to them. On top of this, KONE’s implementation of R/3 is not a very user-friendly 
one, basically utilising the standard raw SAP GUI, and it can take a very long time to learn to use 
even for the simplest of tasks (e.g. billing).

Nonetheless it needs to be remembered, that the entire idea behind ERP systems is to carry 
out tasks in a collective and therefore compatible way, in order for data to be transferable to 
other parts of the process. For example, it was previously extremely difficult for accounting to 
maintain an accurate record of sales and purchases, because each employee would keep track of 
these in their own fashion. Now with SAP, disregarding all the confusion caused from bad input, 
accountants and export assistants can easily know the status and value of projects entered by 
salesmen. Additionally all forms of reports are possible, because all parts of business are 
connected through the same application and databases (e.g. it is easy to resolve overall 
sustainability and efficiency of individual departments and the corporation as a whole).

4.1.1 Supply-Line Integration

Because KONE runs SAP, integration is when the supply-line and front-line R/3 systems are 
directly linked, i.e. the front-line writes Purchase Orders into the supply-line system. Although 
the majority of elevator orders are still made to the supply-line using the traditional method of e- 
mailing Order Forms and Layout Drawings, a significant percentage of KONE departments and 
branch offices have begun implementing a real integrated approach by making their orders 

through R/3 directly.
The graph of Figure 25 shows the number of orders per week from KONE front lines during 

2004 per each existing system of ordering at SUI. As can be seen in the graph, there exist three 
available and applied methods of existing integration at KONE between front lines and supply
lines, ‘Fully Integrated’, ‘Variant Configurator’ and ‘Remote Terminal’, which will be described 
in the next section.
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Figure 25 - SUI and Front-Line integration per order volume (2004)

SUI manufactured a total of 16,000 units of elevators in 2004, and 54% of these orders were 
still made through the ‘Not Integrated’ method, i.e. the traditional method described earlier (see 
section “2.5.2 Ordering Elevators”). An executive command was issued in 2004 by KCO, stating 
that all front lines were required to be integrated to SUI in one of these three ways by the start of 
2005.

4.1.2 Variant Configuration

Variant configuration is for manufacturing complex products. Manufacturers always have to 
offer new variants of their products. New variants are often created through modification of 
existing product designs as orders are processed. The customer determines the features of the 
product. A customer buying a car, for example, can choose the features of the car and combine 
these features as required.

The VC, or ‘product configurator’, improves information exchange between sales, 
engineering, and production. Variant configuration helps the customer or salesperson to put 
together specifications for the product and ensure that the product can be produced from these 
specifications. It also ensures that production costs do not overstep the mark. Remarkably, the 
VC belongs to the ‘logistics’ group of transactions in SAP and not the ‘sales & distribution’ 
group as would be expected.

In other words, a VC is a collection of specification fields that are required for ordering that 
particular product, much like an Order Form. It includes all product data such as options, as well 
as pricing data. Notably, the most useful and important feature of the VC is that it performs a 
consistency check on all of the fields in the specification, telling the user whether their selection 
is possible. This consistency check is beyond anything that Front-Line CAD or previous non- 
SAP implementations of ordering tools have performed (e.g. CST and KCT), and can be trusted 
almost blindly.

There exists one VC for each KONE product, e.g. the EC03000™ escalator. However, most 
front lines commonly only order MonoSpace® Standard elevators in this fashion, as the VC’s for 

other products are much more complex and require more training to use.
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Conversely, the MonoSpace® Standard VC contains approximately 50 fields of specification 
data, which are gradually filled in by use of number input fields, text boxes and extensive 
selection menus. Naturally, these contain all of the same content as traditional product Order 
Forms, with the addition of some extra fields that are required by the system. The real advantage 
when compared to the traditional method of ordering is that the VC uses built-in consistency 
checks on inputs to find discrepancies, and only allows completion once the entire specification 
is plausibly whole. Once the ‘green light’ has been given to the order, the VC creates a Bill of 
Materials (BOM) in which components of the specification are broken up for ordering from 

suppliers.

4.1.3 Remote Terminal

This system is applied at the very starting phases of integration when the FL does not have any 
existing integration with the SL, as usually in the case with new sister companies and less 
established departments. The system uses the same SAP GUI through the KONE network to 
access Global Supply-Line (GSL) R/3 production system. Commonly one username is created 
with access to limited GSL transactions, such as the creation, viewing and listing of Sales 
Orders. Note that users are not allowed access to e.g. change Sales Orders, because this would 
mean they could modify any Sales Order ever made.

Figure 26 - SAP ‘KM_E_LINE’ material Variant Configurator via Remote Terminal
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The user logs-in to the GSL R/3 system, and inputs an order just like the Customer Service 
team at SUI would. This includes filling out some general Sales Order level information and 
then, e.g. with MonoSpace® Standard elevators, specifying a ‘KM_E_LINE’ material, through a 
full-blown Variant Configurator (VC).

Only one Sales Order and one series of Purchase Orders are created in the GSL R/3 system. 
Basically this is usually only a phase before another form of integration in R/3 is implemented, 
because it does not allow for the information that has been input to be used by the FL in their 
own R/3 system as this information is only visible to users with access to the GSL R/3. A 
screenshot of the ‘KM_E_LINE’ (MonoSpace® Standard) material VC is shown in Figure 26, 
although only a few of the 50 fields that need to be specified can be displayed.

4.1.4 ‘FL_E_UNE_OF’ Variant Configurator

The Variant Configurator (VC) can be thought of as R/3’s electronic Order Form. Once again, it 
is product-specific, and e.g. the 1 FL_E_LINE_OF’ used by KEF is for the MonoSpace® Standard 
elevator. A VC includes all product data such as options, but none of the pricing data that is 
included in the GSL R/3 material equivalent (‘KM_E_LINE’). In addition, VC’s have slightly 
fewer fields as they are often also used solely for tendering where all information does not need 
to be specified. Figure 27 is a screenshot of the 1 FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC for the MonoSpace® 
Standard (E-Line) used by KEF. Note that when compared to the ‘KM_E_LINE’ VC, there are 
some noticeable differences in functionality.

Figure 27 - SAP ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ Variant Configurator screenshot
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A notable difference with this method of ordering is that the FL and SL R/3’s are not 
synchronised, and consequently the FL cannot reserve production slots as with the Remote 
Terminal method. Also remember however, that with the Remote Terminal method, only the SL 
R/3 is being used and information does not flow back to the FL through R/3.

Using this system, the FL creates an individual Sales Order in its own R/3 and then performs 
the product specification by linking a VC to their standard material network and entering data 
into its input fields. This ‘Order Form’ contains most of the same 50 fields of specification data 
as with the ‘KM_E_LINE’ material used by GSL.

When complete, and once a ‘green light’ has been given to the order, the VC can be released 
to GSL R/3, who in turn periodically uploads these specifications to automatically create the 
‘KM_E_LINE’ material introduced previously. This material creates a BOM from in which 
components of the specification are separated for ordering from outsourced suppliers, and placed 
into production. Note that the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ itself does not create this BOM, but it first 
needs to be converted into the ‘KM_E_LINE’ material, which is the equivalent product in GSL 
R/3.

4.1.5 Sales Marketing Tool

Perhaps what could be called the most versatile of all the systems to be explored in this study is 
the ‘Sales Marketing Tool 1.0’ or SMT for short. The Finnish elevator sales branch, KEF, used 
the tool to order all of their MonoSpace® Standard’s from SUI in 2004. Version 1.0 runs using 

ITS (Internet Transaction Server).

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Figure 28 - SAP Sales Marketing Tool version 1.0 screenshot
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A screenshot of SMT 1.0 for the MonoSpace® Standard (E-Line) used by KEF is shown in 
Figure 28. Note that SMT also contains the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC in addition to a ‘standard 
network’ (shown open) that needs to be specified initially, and from which the ‘Order Form’ VC 
is copied for actual ordering from the SL. This standard network (‘FI_YLLÄS_410’ in Figure 
28) contains a mixture of general project and product related information for inter-departmental 
data collection, as well as everything that is required by the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC to be created 

automatically.

One of the greatest features of this special standard network is that SMT has the additional 
capability of being able to tender projects, which allows it to be used completely independently 
of KCT (see section “2.3.1 KONE Costing Tool for Elevators”). What is so exceptional about 
this is that even with the most advanced ‘835 Fully Integrated’ system, KCT is still required to 
tender any potential orders with no possibility of discovering the cost of the materials through 
SAP without actually making the order to the SL.

Another advantage of the SMT standard network is that there is clearly a great deal of 
information being input about projects, and this information is stored locally in the department’s 
own SAP, where it can be used for multiple purposes such as various types of reporting and 
market analyses. The key here is that instead of the information being scattered around in various 
paper documents or KCT files, it is now in a centralised place wherefrom it can be used 
advantageously in other inter-organisational processes.

At the moment a new version, SMT 2.0, is being developed to basically entirely run from 
SAP R/3 through a Web-Access System (WAS), and as such use the SAP GUI.

4.1.6 ‘835’ Fully Integrated

This method refers to a situation where the FL and SL R/3’s are integrated so completely that 
there is a maximum amount of data-interchange or information flow on between the two 
systems. The FL specifies all required data themselves and places the elevator into production 
without any interjection from the GSL or its CS team. This is the most advanced and fastest 
method of ordering an elevator, with the greatest amount of direct control given to the FL. The 
FL even reserves a time slot in production and therefore specifies the delivery time (within 
reason, min. 4 weeks).

There are at least two systems in use at KONE for ordering elevators that could be referred to 
as ‘fully integrated’. Both of these systems use extremely advanced milestone integration, that is 
to say the SL is informed about the status of the construction site. Any delays at the construction 
site will be used to the advantage of the SL that is production can be delayed and the reserved 
slots allotted to other, more hurried projects.

These systems are called ‘835’ and ‘835+’ because they imply the active supervision of a 
project from milestone 3, the no return point, to milestone 5, the handover to customer (see Table 
4 in section “2.5.1 Process Timeline; KONE ‘S-Plan’ and Milestones”). This kind of supervision 
allows the SL to know exactly when it needs to commence manufacturing the materials required 
avoiding any unnecessary storage at the factory or construction site. It could be compared to the 
‘Just in Time’ (JIT) production model from Japanese car manufacturers.

The ‘835’ system is already in use e.g. by KONE Italy and KONE France. Nonetheless, 
unfortunately this kind of real-time construction site readiness information is just not possible 
with KDI’s clients, because it would be too difficult, if not impossible to implement. It would 
require periodic status checks and an overall substantially increased amount of information flow
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between KDI, its Distributors, and their clients, which will simply not be possible to implement 
with the present conditions.

4.2 E-Tool to SAP Interfaces

In order for anything to communicate with SAP R/3 through networks such as the Internet as 
well as the Intranet (Ethernet), custom designed interface applications need to be created. The e- 
tools discussed in this study all require such interfaces to communicate with R/3 databases and 
transactions, and thus to be integrated to the supply-line. After all, in order for integration to be 
achieved and orders to be created and any real-time data displayed through the Internet, an e-tool 
needs to be able to write transactions, such as purchase and Sales Orders, and have access to 
R/3’s databases. The following is a fundamental explanation and somewhat short introduction to 
how these custom applications are developed.

4.2.1 BAPIs

В APIs (Business Application Programming Interfaces) are the standard SAP interfaces. They 
play an important role in the technical integration and in the exchange of business data between 
SAP components, and between SAP and non-SAP components. BAPIs enable integration of 
these components and are therefore an important part of developing integration scenarios where 
multiple components are interconnected, either on a local network or on the Internet.

Object-oriented technologies, e.g. object-oriented programming, have become standard for 
communication between different software products. For this reason SAP has introduced 
business object types that structure the data and processes according to business criteria. 
Business object types are used to break the SAP system down into smaller, disjunctive units, 
improving its structure and reducing its complexity, as any SAP system will always be 
enormous.

BAPIs are defined as methods for the business object types. As a result, both the object- 
oriented structures in SAP Systems and the opportunity for object-oriented access are offered. 
These object-oriented interfaces allow other components to directly access the application layer 
of an SAP system without having any knowledge of specific implementation details.

The introduction of business object types and their BAPIs enable object orientation to be 
used in central information processing in companies. For example, you can reuse existing 
functions and data, achieve trouble-free technical interoperability, and implement non-SAP 
components. The resulting architecture is illustrated in Figure 29.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Business ComponentBusiness Component

Integration Scenarios

Figure 29 - SAP BARI interfaces
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The main components of SAP BARI interfaces are:

• Business Components: SAP business components provide autonomous business functions and 
consist of business objects. For example, the business object types ‘Employee’ and ‘Applicant’ are 
assigned to business component ‘Human Resources’. Business processes are either implemented 
within a business component or across several components (distributed business processes).

• Business Object (BO) types: The object-oriented structure of the SAP system is based on business 
object types. A single business object type represents one business entity. It encompasses the 
functions and the data of this entity.

• BAPIs: Business Application Programming Interfaces allow object-oriented access to the SAP 
system through methods for the business object types. Together with the business object types, 
BAPIs define and document the interface standard at the business level.

• Application Link Enabling (ALE): The ALE integration service enables the technical integration 
of business processes that are carried out in different SAP and non-SAP systems. It involves 
distributing business object types across the systems using the ALE distribution model.

• Integration Scenarios: The design of all relevant situations in the Business Framework is based on 
concrete scenarios. Integration scenarios describe how components, business object types, and 
BAPIs interact, and integrate the systems by synchronizing business processes at a semantic level.

4.2.2 Possible Implementation

There exist two possible implementations according to the Planet SAP website, a forum for SAP 
professionals (see “References; World Wide Web”). The main difference between the two 
implementations is where the code of the application, the RFC client (Remote Function Call), is 
developed, which can either be achieved at the SQL or SAP server side.

In the SAP System, the ability to call remote functions is provided by the RFC interface. This 
interface allows for remote calls between two SAP Systems or between an SAP System and a 
non-SAP system. RFC programs for non-SAP Systems can function as either the caller or the 
called program in an RFC communication. There are two kinds of RFC programs, RFC client 
and RFC server programs. The RFC client is the instance that calls up the RFC to execute the 
function, which is provided by an RFC server. In the following, the functions that can be 
executed remotely will be called RFC functions, and the functions provided by the RFC API 
(Remote Function Call Application Programming Interface) will be called RFC calls.

An RFC partner can be created that makes (or receives) the remote call directly. This 
program can call up any SAP function module or be called by any ABAP program. The program 
must however be written in the C computer programming language. This method uses the RFC 
API. The SAP System provides the RFC API that you install on non-SAP systems to help you 
implement RFC partner programs. The RFC API is a set of C-language routines that perform a 
number of communications tasks.

An SQL server is a method of enabling highly efficient access to database files from the web, 
in this case either the Internet or Intranet. The name comes from the fact that a network or 
Internet server that uses the Structured Query Language protocol for requesting information from 
a database is called an SQL server. Microsoft uses this protocol in its server Operating System 
(OS), such as the ‘Small Business Server’ OS that KONE uses.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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4.2.3 RFC Client at SQL Server Side

The first implementation we will consider is one where the RFC server client is coded into the 
SQL server side. The diagram of Figure 30 depicts how this design can be executed.

SAP
Transaction

SAP
Remote

Function
Module
(RFC)

SQL Server

Return
Code

SAP R/3

Figure 30 - SQL server to SAP R/3 system communication

For the SQL server to communicate with SAP, it first needs to initiate an SAP RFC call from 
the custom-coded RFC client. In order for this SAP RFC call to work and transactions to be 
written in R/3, an SAP Remote Function Module needs to be developed in ABAP language so 
that it can be called by this custom application, which has itself been developed in a language 
other than ABAP such as C or Visual Basic. The SAP RFC module then returns code, such as 
‘transaction complete’, error information, etc., to the RFC client on the SQL server side, which 
passes it onto the e-tool, changing it to a human readable format for displaying to the end-user.

Table 6 - Evaluation of RFC Client at SQL server side implementation

Advantages Disadvantages

Short development time Development of the SQL server

Low development costs Maintenance

4.2.4 RFC Client at R/3 Server Side

Next, we will consider another implementation in which the RFC client is coded into the R/3 
server side. The diagram in Figure 31 shows how this design functions.

SQL Server

£SQL Server

SAP R/3

Store
Procedure «. ►/ ODBC» RFC

Client <-► SAP
ABAP

SAP
Transaction

Figure 31 - SAP R/3 system to SQL server communication

This time around, the RFC is initiated from the SAP ABAP with the SQL server as the 
destination. Basically this means that the R/3 application can send information back to the e-tool 
even when the SQL server is not sending, as before (see section “4.2.3 RFC Client at SQL Server 
Side”). The SQL RFC interface application calls the ‘store procedure’ to save the data, and the e- 
tool can then select which data it wishes to display to the user. The RFC Server application needs 
to be developed in C or Visual Basic on the SAP Server and SQL server ‘store procedure’. The
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SAP АВАР code will call the RFC interface program, which calls the SQL server ‘store 
procedure’ using ODBC (Open Database Connectivity 33).

The latter of these two methods is the one used in the implementation of the 
‘myElevatorSpare’, ‘myEscalatorSpare’, and ‘myOrderform’ e-tools, and was seemingly chosen 
because the SAP servers are located in Hattingen, Germany, whereas KONE’s main SQL servers 
are located in Brussels, Belgium and the tool itself was developed in Germany. Also it seems to 
suit these applications better, because a local SQL server can then use the ‘store procedure’ to 
keep its own databases of transactions made through the e-tool in question.

Table 7 - Evaluation of RFC Client at R/3 server side Implementation

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Implementation

Advantages Disadvantages

Low maintenance on SQL server RFC Server application development

Schedule and monitor process in R/3 Maintenance in R/3

4.2.5 SAP Web-GUI

A recent development at KONE, which will greatly facilitate the integration of Distributors in 
every degree, has been the introduction of a new web-interface to SAP. This web-based 
Graphical User Interface (GUI), is basically a way to access the entire R/3 environment through 
any web-browser, potentially allowing anyone with an SAP password to log-in from virtually 
anywhere in the world with an Internet connection. It works through an Internet Transaction 
Server 34 (ITS), which is a new function of R/3 that was introduced by SAP in the summer of 
2004. The diagram of Figure 32 illustrates the Web-GUI access implementation, from the 
Internet (World Wide Web) to the KONE SAP R/3 ERP system.
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Application
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Internet Transaction Server KONE R/3
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Figure 32 - SAP Web-GUI architecture

In terms of this project, the implications of this development are tremendous, and could even 
be called a breakthrough for KDI. Practically all KONE processes have been incorporated into 
SAP, and this means that Distributors could themselves be linked to everything via the use of a 
single interface instead of many separate tools allowing only partial integration. Ideally, 
Distributors could take part in every KDI process, with the absolute minimum amount of 
repetitive data input by both sides. This would mean a remarkable reduction in workload for 
KDI, and would definitely be the ideal solution.

In fact, the web-interface allows far greater ease of access to KDI processes, as unlike the 
Ext. EDMS access solution to the e-tools discussed later in this study, a fixed IP address is not 
even necessary. In addition, after entering the SAP Web-GUI URL in their web-browser, the 
user will only have to login once to the real R/3 system instead of having multiple usernames and 
passwords to use at different stages of the access route.

33 A Microsoft standard for accessing different database systems from Windows, for instance Oracle or SQL.
34 The Internet Transaction Server (ITS) extends the client/server architecture of the R/3 System to the Internet.
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Advantages of the Web-GUI in comparison to the earlier RFC implementations:

• Single-interface (one interface to handle all aspects of integrated processes)
• Identical environment for Distributors, KDI and the SL:

■ All parties see information in the same way, with the only difference being access level 
permissions and possible content restrictions

■ No repetitive data input is required because the Distributor will be working within KDI’s own 
R/3 environment (e.g. as is the case with the previously described e-tool implementations, 
where KDI has to create an additional and separate Sales Order)

■ KDI can add any further details after a Distributor has input as much as is deemed possible in 
any Sales Order

■ KDI can send these orders directly to the SL after the required modification and checking has 
been completed (e.g. using the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ Variant Configurator)

Figure 33 is a screenshot of the standard SAP GUI (background), which needs to be run from 
within the KONE network, and the new SAP Web-GUI (foreground), which can be run from the 
Extranet. The standard SAP GUI is displayed here to allow comparison to the new Web-GUI.
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Local ntr anet Л
Figure 33 - SAP Web-GUI versus standard SAP GUI

Issues that need to be resolved:

• Security: Restriction of Distributor access rights and ‘perfect’ security required.
• Training: The R/3 interface is possibly too complicated for some Distributors.
• Permission: Access may be prohibited to any transaction in KONE R/3 by KCO executive order.
• Responsibility: A great deal of responsibility for erroneous input will have to fall into the hands of 

Distributors as there will not now be a human checking level and costly mistakes can easily be 
made.

• Content: Distributors will be able to see more in-depth information about products, etc. and levels 
will have to be either prohibited or agreed.
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It would seem though, that once the main ‘political’ issues are solved, such as that of 
permission, and adequate security can be guaranteed, the many advantages of this 
implementation will outweigh any disadvantages caused by risks, as it is difficult to imagine a 
more ideal solution to integrating the Distributor with KDI and company processes.

The striking reality of applying the SAP web-GUI is that any mobile device that can read and 
access standard HTML pages can also access all SAP transactions, as if the user was virtually 
inside the KONE network. In fact at the moment the only aspect possibly halting this kind of 
implementation for all processes and tasks is the lack of user-friendliness of these applications 
and the required ‘checking’ on KDI’s side.

4.3 Existing SAP Integrated e-Tools
Customized company-designed Intranet tools (often programmed using Java) are extremely 
versatile applications because of their ability to communicate directly (through TCP/IP) with 
servers around the world, e.g. directly to the supply-line, as well as being run from web browsers 
(such as Microsoft’s Internet Explorer) which means that they can be used anywhere without the 
requirement to install additional software on the computer being used. It is these two 
characteristics, which unleash so much potential for their use by anyone anywhere. In fact, these 
qualities are the reason that the pattern within KONE and other similar companies, is to move 
from task-specific executable software packages (such as costing tools) to Intranet and 
eventually Internet tools, which add entirely new dimensions and possibilities to their operation.

4.3.1 My Escalator Order Form

The Intranet tool titled ‘my Escalator Order Form 2.0’ more commonly referred to as 
‘myOrderform’ or simply ‘IPC’ is the new company wide solution to ordering escalators, which 
entirely replaces the then current Order Form system in October 2004. Escalators had previously 
been ordered using a combination of Excel-based Order Forms, faxes, and e-mails, sent to a 
factory contact (much the same way that elevators are still ordered at KDI). However, a few 
months before the official release date, the ESH escalator supply-line (Hattingen, Germany) 
switched to preferring orders placed through this new Intranet tool, where the user accesses the 
URL and inputs the same amount of information as on the old Order Forms, in addition to some 
project level information. Development of the tool was a 12-month project run at ESH, and the 
outcome was largely successful, as it is the general opinion that the new Intranet system beats the 
previous system of Order Forms and e-mails on many levels.

The tool works directly as a sort of ‘skin’ to the SAP R/3 production system, using an 
Internet Pricing Configurator (IPC) interface to allow users to create a Sales Order and material 
specification in R/3 through a web-browser without using the SAP GUI directly. This Sales 
Order is then converted into a Purchase Order at the end of the process, after the materials 
specification is verified by the supply-line to be faultless. The architecture of the tool is depicted 
in the diagram of Figure 34.
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Planned objectives:

• A single system for all sales engineers
• Complete sales process management
• Actual key business figures

• One database

• Easy-to-use user interface

• Simple access by web interface

• Online product Configurator
• In-depth integration with SAP R/3

Added value compared to existing system:

• Full control of the order
• Input specification data check
• Accurate (exact) costing information
• Up-to-date delivery status information

Current features:

• Central database for prospects
• Central database for tenders
• Central database for
• Client contact information
• Transfer price for ESH & CSU

• Ordering of escalators from ESH & CSU

• Easy to use via Intranet

• Easy to maintain

Software and hardware requirements:

• Access to the KONE Intranet
• User in the ‘kone.com’ domain
• Microsoft Internet Explorer

Internet Intranet myOrderform KONE SAP R/3

Sales Application
•Prospect
•Tender
•Order

4 ; http/4—»Web
Browser

Sales & 
Distribution

IPC
•Product data 
•Pricing data 
•Variant Configurator

Variant
Configurator

Figure 34 - ‘myOrderform’ e-tool architecture

A screenshot of the main window, referred to in the diagram of Figure 34 as the ‘Sales 
Application’ level, is shown in Figure 35 with a few standard projects (final orders) and products 
displayed, to give insight into its function.

myOrderform 2.0 (fl-view11 h+vrt of ycur kuiidusj OEflu

Installation FL-Ref. No. bject number ^Filial Customer в ^ ¡Date Of Delivery Price

ИЛ-!!Н5ДИШТЯИ1 
5-10 Suffolk StreetВННЯНИН1НН1
• 04-00701010 У 100 30 2 4526 В 
4)4-00701020 У 100 30 2 4526 В

s Order 10.08 2004 08.10.2004

■ fr.oal-O

I* Le C la ridge Tunisia 350 206 É FrwU-o

Figure 35 - ‘myOrderform’ screenshot
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From this ‘Sales Application’ view, the user has the means to create and oversee prospects, 
tenders and orders. A prospect only contains information about a client, whereas a tender is the 
next step along with the function of being able to make an offer to the client. A tender will 
consequently contain readily specified escalators and ramps, for which the user has specified 
adequate information to obtain an output price, on the basis of which they make their offer to the 
client. If the client accepts the offer, the tender can be converted into an actual order. In essence 
the Sales Application writes Sales Orders in R/3, which can be seen in the architectural diagram 
of Figure 34 as the arrow pointing to the ‘Sales & Distribution’ layer in KONE SAP R/3.

Escalator and ramp specifications are created through a pop-up window interface called the 
IPC (Internet Pricing Configurator). The IPC is the heart of the ‘myOrderform’ e-tool, and is in 
fact an exact copy of the EC03000™ Variant Configurator (VC) from KONE’s R/3, but is 
simply displayed in a different, user-friendlier way. It can be thought of as a ‘stand-alone’ 
version of the VC. The IPC is written in the Java.

The immediate advantage of the IPC operation, when compared to the alternative where the 
tool would continually retrieve the VC from R/3 to check the specification, is pure and simple 
speed. This clever implementation therefore makes the IPC faster than the R/3 VC, and creating 
Sales Order in SAP in general. Whenever changes are made to the EC03000™ VC, the IPC is 
updated and naturally the e-tool is placed out of service for the duration of these updates, 
fortunately this happens very seldom.

The IPC is designed in a way in which information is displayed in a more easy-to-understand 
and discriminating fashion than in the SAP VC, and data entry is accomplished through various 
text boxes for free number input, as well as drop-down boxes, which do not actually exist in R/3. 
One noteworthy difference between the IPC and the VC is that the IPC does not create a Bill Of 
Materials, and this is only finally created when IPC copies its data to R/3 materials once the 
order has been completely released by the SL. The IPC does however contain pricing 
information, which can be seen from the screenshot of the ‘basic overview’ tab in Figure 36.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

i Ü1PC- Internet Pricing And Configuration [Version 3.0] - Microsoft Internet Explorer -IDlxl

Check Reset Accept Cancel Settings

E003000 version 2.0 Total price: USD 28,628 96/1 PC

3 BASIC F WN» I 4.VISUAL M* | . 4 ► И !

O Truss package Roset Dlsolav outions Details-

130/31.5/1,0 2I

0 Design toad pi ofiie Reset Display options Details-

I Commercial jj

О Electi Ulcatlon planter m Reset Display options Details-

I Direct drive -Controller IN jy

О Step width [nun] Reset Dlsolav outions Details-

11000 mm jU

0 Vertical lise (nuit) Reset Display options Details-

13,700
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Figure 36 - ‘myOrderform’ Internet Pricing Configurator module screenshot
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As can be seen from Figure 36, once the specification is sufficiently complete, the user is 
shown pricing information on the right side of the window. Additionally, the green ‘lights’ mark 
fields that do not require modification in order for the specification to be passable. Overall, the 
IPC is a much user-friendlier program than the R/3 environment and can be used very quickly to 
price basic escalators, which is a very common task in sales.

Finally, when the specification is complete and the project has been tendered, the entire order 
is sent to the SL. Being ‘sent to the SL’ is a user-friendly way of saying that the project is made 
visible to ESH CS. ESH then performs a final check of the specification, after which the order is 
released into R/3, meaning the SO is made into a PO and the IPC is copied into a VC. At the 
same time, the VC creates a Bill of Materials (BOM), which is a derivation of the order 
specification into components and parts that can then readily be ordered separately and 
automatically by SAP from different suppliers. The technical details of the ‘myOrderform’ e-tool 
are described in Table 8:

Table 8 - ‘myOrderform’ technical Implementation details

Web Server IIS2000

Database SQL2000

ASP Java Script
Server Operating System Windows 2000 Server

SAP R/3 Plug-in PI2002 1 46C

IPC SAP IPC Internet Pricing Configurator 3.0 (SP 13)

Software Development Kit SUN Java 2 SDK Version 1.3.1
SAP Java Server SAP J2EE Server 6.20

4.3.2 My Elevator Spare Parts

The Intranet tool titled ‘My Elevator Spare Parts 2.0’, more commonly known as 
‘myElevatorSpare’, and hereafter referred to as that, is the new company wide solution to 
ordering spare parts for elevators. Previously these were ordered via Purchase Order e-mails 
containing Excel-based Order Forms through a Sales Representative at CS SBU, but with this 
new tool the user simply has to access the appropriate KONE Intranet URL and enter material 
component codes and general order information (such as delivery information and order 
reference numbers) to place the order themselves directly into the SBU SAP system, which is 
what the CS team did before.

Added value compared to previous process:
• Full control of the order

• All order data input required

• Material data input checking

• Up-to-date (exact) pricing

• Real-time stock material availability

• Non-stock delivery dates

• Purchase Order creation

• Faster order process

• In-depth material information:
■ Specifications

■ Photographs

■ Weight

■ Dimensions

• Delivery status processing

• Less load on KONE mail network

Element Implementation
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With the old system of ordering through e-mails and Order Forms, each query concerning 
delivery time or the status of the order required a set of e-mails and follows ups. This new tool 
allows all required information to be displayed to the user themselves by just opening the order. 
It additionally provides for ordering of non-stock materials, which was a more lengthy process 
before.

‘MyElevatorSpare’ is an Intranet tool, which is accessed through an internal KONE network 
URL. The user inputs material codes and quantities as well as certain general order information. 
The tool then writes this information in the form of a Purchase Order directly into the Service 
Business Unit (SBU) SAP R/3. This is achieved through a Business Programming Application 
Interface (BAPI) pop-up window, which parses the data entered into the Intranet tool (and saved 
in an independent database) into R/3 system databases in the form of a Purchase Order (see 
section “4.2 E-Tool to SAP Interfaces”).

The R/3 system databases are used to return stock availability and costing data back into 
‘myElevatorSpare’, which is then displayed on screen for the user, and are a part of the added 
value of the tool. SBU uses Universal Parcel Service (UPS) for deliveries and SAP R/3 can also 
handle logistics by passing the required delivery information directly into the courier R/3 system 
using a similar BAPI.

On the 5.10.2004, the order was given that KDI employees make all of their spare parts 
orders through this tool, and that no more e-mail orders to SBU were allowed. A screenshot of 
the Intranet version of the tool, with a typical order open, is shown in Figure 37 with the main 
screen of the application displayed. This window contains all of the information that has been 
entered into the tool through separate pop-up interface windows, which can be accessed from the 
‘add material’ and ‘general order information’ links, shown in Figure 37 in grey because they are 
made inaccessible after the order has been finalised.

User: Oskari Gillberg

Purchase Order No.

Order Date:

efd W ,>•! -¡

Uploads

Default storage location:

Req. deliv. Date.:

Sales Document No.:
Ship to Party Address:

KDL097384 

24 09.2004

EDO

27 09 2004 

0650449081

GECO 2003 Sh.P К 
KONE DISTRIBUTORS 
Rruga Qemal Slafa 260/1

Tirana
AL

Tel Pm

ИЕШЕЯ
2ШЩД

Normal Delivery

Print Download
àt &

Yes

Proforma

Confirmed

Process Find Your 
Status of the Order 

order

Help

rf rf rf f
Order

Quantity
Material-No. Available

Quantity
Purchase

price
Total

3 PC CABLE KM713872G01 3 2,67 EUR 8,01 EUR

3 PC CABLE KM713872G03 3 4,23 EUR 12,69 EUR

Figure 37 - ‘myElevatorSpare’ screenshot
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To create an actual order, the user first specifies the required material codes and quantities 
through the ‘add materials window’, shown in Figure 38 with some material codes and quantities 
as an example. It is also in this window that they have access to the spare parts catalogue from 
which they can search for material codes by description and vice versa.

Figure 38 - ‘myElevatorSpare’ insert material window screenshot

After the required materials have been specified, the user needs to input order details such as 
reference numbers and delivery address information. This is made through the ‘general order 
information’ link, which also opens up a pop-up window in the web-browser as shown in Figure 
39.

Э General Order Information - Microsoft Internet Explorer 

■ General Order Information

FRE3

Save and back 
to Basket 1o Basket

Pinchase Onler No. ¡KDI/937187 • * Input required * not SAP field

Final Custoinei ’

Req. deliv. Date. |1010.04 * J

Complete delivery Yes; lv No: Г ’

Shipping Condition I Norm el Delivery u-

Default slot age location EDC

Ship to Party Address

Title Address List

Name [industrial Logistics Ltd * I ¿1

[Unit G7 Calmount Industrial E statt

Save Address Delete Address Share to User

1 & V Й

Street/No. ¡Ballymount •

Postal code [ooooo

City/City Code ¡Dublin 12

Distnct

Transportzone I Ireland 3 *

Country I Ireland 3 *

Figure 39 - 'myElevatorSpare' general order information input window screenshot
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What remains after all of the above information has been identified, is to obtain pricing and 
availability information for the materials in the order by clicking on ‘get price / availability’ in 
the main window (see Figure 37), which starts the В API interface with the R/3 system databases. 
After this is complete, and the order data has been verified to be acceptable, then the order is 
finalised through the ‘create order’ link, with the Purchase Order being written into the R/3 
system.

The second revision to the second version of the ‘myElevatorSpare’ tool will be released 
sometime in 2005, pending its testing and possible modifications requested by KDI. It has been 
promised to contain an interface to databases from which the user can find the elevator in 
question and then pinpoint the required part from their original order. Obviously, they would 
then not be required to know the part number. This new revision of the tool is starting to look 
more and more like the ‘myEscalatorSpare’ e-tool, described next.

4.3.3 My Escalator Spare Parts

As has been already mentioned, all three of these e-tools were developed at ESH. The Intranet 
tool called ‘My Escalator Spare Parts 2.0’, or ‘myEscalatorSpare’ for short, was the original 
spare parts e-tool, on the basis of which the two others were developed.

It is practically exactly the same in functionality to the ‘myElevatorSpare’ e-tool, with the 
additional feature of being able to find escalators by their production reference numbers, which 
in turn displays the Bill of Materials (BOM) for that order, allowing the user to find the original 
part that they are looking for within the BOM without any additional spare part reference number 
information. The same functionality also provides links to CAD drawings for each part, detailing 
their size, type, design and construction. A screenshot of the tool, with the main interface 
window displayed, is shown in Figure 40.
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Figure 40 - ‘myEscalatorSpare’ screenshot
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4.4 Reorganising KDI Processes

As with any other project of similar size, before any real decisions concerning implementation or 
the drafting of requirement specifications can be achieved, an in-depth analysis of the problem at 
hand needs to be carried out. This analysis will be important when decisions need to be made 
concerning which direction to take in an implementation as it will reveal potential improvements 
and an idea of their solutions through starting by asking such basic questions as:

• Could the department function differently?

• Is the department up-to-date in reference to the company’s greater working strategy and level of 
effective performance?

• Are the department’s operational focus and targets in order?
• How dynamic is the competitive environment?

If the answer to any of the questions above indicated room for improvement, then there is 
plenty of reason for further analysis. For KDI the most crucial of the questions is the second one, 
as KONE management is placing requirements on the level of integration between front lines and 
supply-lines, mainly that by the beginning of 2005 FLs are required to be integrated to Supply 
Unit Italy in one of the three ways described earlier (see section “4.1 Existing SAP Integration”). 
KDI is slightly lagging behind in its level of integration, and action needs to be taken to ensure 
that it fulfils the KCO executive order.

The analysis for the requirements of implementing any kind of such electronic system, 
whether it is the integration of KDI or its Distributors to the elevator, escalator or spare part SL, 
can be divided coarsely into two groups: internal and external.

4.4.1 Internal Analysis

In an internal analysis every operating function and procedure in the department is separated and 
profiled as individual processes.

• Are inter-departmental functions as smooth and efficient as they could be?
• How does information travel inside of the department?
• What form of bureaucracy do the company and department’s internal processes require?

Each department will have to answer these questions independently, for example, by 
describing what happens during a normal working day. When the processes are separated and 
analysed, their inefficiencies and bottlenecks will be brought to attention. What should result is 
the creation of a budget for reorganising the internal processes of the department and/or 
corporation.

Companies and departments that have been operating for a long time will commonly take on 
extra practices and routines without thinking more about how these methods are linked to the 
greater processes, thus creating unnecessary work. Add onto this the personal practices adopted 
by individual employees, and it is clear that there will be inefficiencies and therefore room for 
improvement in any given process. Thus, whilst taking the necessary steps to meet the KCO 
executive order for KDI’s SL integration, the opportunity was taken to improve and streamline 
other internal processes, in an effort to reduce KDI’s workload and allow for potential increase 
of sales thanks to greater inter-departmental efficiency.

Through analysis of these operating methods, illogical steps can be found, as well as 
commonly, for example, that certain elements of the task are being done repeatedly at different
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stages in the process. While these internal practices are being redesigned, they can 
simultaneously be scrutinised and whether they need to actually be carried out within the 
department or even inside the company itself, can be determined. In general, the possibility for 
outsourcing tasks will become evident, and specifically in KDI’s case this means shifting work 
from KDI employees into the hands of its Distributors.

In summary, a number of internal processes can either be automated or delegated to 
Distributors, resulting in the cutting of expenses due to inefficiencies of routine and repeated 
tasks.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

4.4.2 External Analysis

Among the aspects of commerce crucial to the requirement specification of this thesis, an 
external analysis will outline a company’s:

• Associated trading partners Logistics
• Distribution channels

What is referred to in the list above as a company’s ‘associated trading partners’ includes 
both suppliers and ordering companies. When the working procedures associated with these 
partners are determined, priority has to be given to processes that are most crucial because they 
have to run flawlessly. The need for any of the less essential processes can be scrutinised, 
however a key prerequisite for success of any company is the reliability of its core processes. 
Systematic documentation of the methods for both internal and external communication between 
the company and its partners plays an extremely important role in determining this requirement 
specification.

In other words, where the opportunity can be seen for streamlining methods of 
communication, which in this case means any kind of exchange of information, it should be 
analysed and achieved e.g. through automation and integration. Both of these can be used to 
eliminate unnecessary links in information flow chains, which occur when one person is passing 
information back and forth between two parties without adding any new information. Such 
situations are extremely common in KDI’s processes, when for example a Distributor wants to 
arrange something with the supply-line and a KDI employee is only passing their queries and 
answers back-and-forth by e-mail. This creates inefficiencies that could be eliminated by 
removing these extra links and bridging the two other parties e.g. through the use of Intranet 

feedback tools.

Of all of the tasks mentioned here, possibly the most important of all is to analyse and define 
the purchasing process and related factors of the chief external partner to any company, the end- 
consumer. What really leads to the purchase of the product and is the customer satisfied with the 
channels of its distribution? Are there alternatives for the existing channels or could it be 
reinforced?

In this case, as the products are not sold directly to the end-consumer, the Distributor’s 
satisfaction with the company’s functions and processes, including logistics, speed and other 
aspects of ordering, should be examined periodically. Distributor interest in alternative 
possibilities for sales channels through automation and integration can help to significantly 
increase the effectiveness of even the company’s internal processes by cutting fixed costs. This 
can also become a requisite for continuation of collaboration, as well as any potential future 
increase in sales, which may be halted by traditional distribution channels.
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4.4.3 Requirement Analysis

The earlier internal and external analyses have brought to attention the company’s current 
situation, provide insight for future improvement opportunities, as well as allow for the correct 
decisions to be made when multiple choices are available for implementation of new processes. 
In case inconsistencies, inefficiencies, an increase in competitive environment, etc., were 
discovered in operation, targets and goals should be set for their improvement.

Recovering costs due to inefficiencies is clearly an excellent investment for the future. If the 
reduction in costs can be measured through calculation, the point at which the improvements 
have paid themselves back and started decreasing running costs can be determined. If significant 
changes are about to take place in the market, changing operational procedures to stay up to date 
is a requirement for survival, even though the benefits cannot be necessarily measured. In this 
case an implementation schedule should be considered. What should be compared are the 
advantages gained by the first competitor to realise the project in relation to the associated risks 
and load on product development to be experienced. This will give a clue as to whether it is 
necessary to be at the leading edge of operational procedures, or whether it makes sense to stay a 
bit behind.

After having analysed the requirements of the investment, objectives can be set and a budget 
drawn including priorities for their development. It is truly necessary to determine these aspects 
before commissioning the work or commencing negotiations, because it can be very easy to 
invest lots of money on development without any significant benefits. Accurate information 
about requirements will keep the objectives and required actions clear. The fixing of real faults in 
processes is the fundamental concern at hand, and when the development is finally requisitioned, 
the requirements can be stated without having to invest in the unnecessary.

It is reasonable to include any cooperating parties in design and planning no later than when 
the requirements have been defined and a budget drawn up for the project. These parties can 
include:

• Business management consultants • Internet service designers
• Application and systems suppliers • Specialised service providers

Meetings and discussions held with these parties can convey a great deal of new information 
and diverse points-of-view, as well as allowing the company or department to choose the most 
suitable service providers and implementers.

The fundamental principle for investment in any field of information technology is achieving 
flexibility of operation, currently and in the future. Updating the service should be as effortless 
and inexpensive as possible. On top of designing the system with the company’s internal 
working procedures and information storage in mind, the external appearance and user- 
friendliness of the application needs to be considered.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Any implementation will need to consider the following:

The content level of the service for different target groups, as well as issues surrounding the 
function of the service in relation to the cooperating parties:
■ Distributors
■ KDI

Supply-Line

Reciprocal actions with the project group, service processes, as well as tasks and responsibilities 

Contract and sanctions policies, guarantees as well as pricing politics (SL to Distributor price)
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Design, realisation and maintenance in both the short- and long-term
Various additional functions of the service:

Encryption & access restriction ensure 
security and provide the most versatile 
service possible

■ Feedback & electronic forms
■ Databases

■ Registration

■ Contact possibilities 
Administration and supervision of the operation and users of the service 

Compatibility with a multitude of user equipment and software interfaces 

Linking the application to various internal systems of the department, such as:
■ Customer administration ■ Billing
■ Sales ■ Logistics
■ Production
Classification of information and content (confidential, restricted, internal, public, etc.) 
Training and support of end-users

4.4.4 Marketing & Training Requirements
The marketing of a new internal and external procedure has to be thorough. Internally, the 
successful training of those employees required to be able to use the new tools will play an 
important role. Without proper training, the objective savings and increases in efficiency could 
be completely destroyed.

External target groups, such as end-customers, clearly also need to be informed of the 
changes and trained to use the service. In the case of this study, KDI Distributors will be offered 
a number of new closed ordering and communications channels, most of which will work 
through the Extranet. Distributors have to be thoroughly trained to use these services, so that 
routine orders can be automated. When automated, ordering does not require any manual data 
entry from sales personnel, because the information is transferred directly to production, logistics 
and billing, which function in a way dictated by the type of order without any manual order 
reception and processing. This kind of closed service can be launched through the area managers 
at KDI, who will each inform the countries under their wing of the new tool and how to gain 

access.

4.5 Proposed KDI Processes
Currently, communication between the Distributor and KDI is mainly in the form of e-mails 
containing attachment forms and order documents, which KDI is required to input into its own 
systems, e-tools or forward via e-mail to the supply-line in the other previously described 
formats. The supply-line then in turn makes any queries arising from this data to KDI, whose 
employees forward them to the Distributor to be answered. For reasons of liability, even in the 
simplest of cases when the answer to a query is obvious, the Distributor must answer the query 
themselves.

It is apparent therefore, that the systems of ordering described previously in section “2.5 
Existing KDI Processes”, required that all communications between the supply-line and 
Distributor be forwarded through KDI. This is depicted in the diagram of Figure 41.
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SL
Supply Line

FL
Distributor

Figure 41 - Information flow in all existing systems

It is also evident that unnecessary delays will be introduced into the existing processes 
simply because communications will not be as efficient as possible. Furthermore, not only will 
delays in time be introduced, but also the effectiveness of the process is less than ideal, since all 
information needs to go first through KDI.

A system where e-tools and KONE systems are integrated into the order process at the 
Distributor end, linking the Distributor directly to the supply-line, will eliminate a great deal of 
this unnecessary forwarding of information by KDI back-and-forth between the FL and SL. It 
should also be kept in mind that since these e-tools are linked in real-time to the factory, there is 
also passive information flowing back from the factory to the Distributor. This information will 
be sufficient to answer the more basic common queries concerning e.g. delivery dates and 
costing. However, certain more advanced queries and other types of information will still need to 
pass through KDI, e.g. billing documents that need to be modified to include KDI profit, 
engineering support queries and others, which cannot be prevented by data-checking procedures 
of the e-tools. This revised system is shown in the diagram of Figure 42.

SL
Supply Line

FL
Distributor

Figure 42 - Information flow in proposed systems

4.5.10rdering Spare Parts
It was decided, due to urgent necessity and convenience in terms of ease that the spare parts 
ordering process would be the first to be developed for integration at the Distributor. The current 
ordering processes for elevator parts and escalator parts, described in section “2.5.4 Ordering 
Spare Parts”, had been shown to urgently require reorganisation due mainly to the fact that the 
processes were inefficient and unprofitable relative to the workload required. Logically, the 
solution was to give Distributors direct access to appropriately modified versions of the 
‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’ applications through the Internet.

Benefits of Distributor spare parts e-tools compared to current systems:

• A great deal of KDI work will be shifted 
to the Distributor

• Distributors will not be able to make 
errors thanks to input data-checking

• Up-to-date material database
• Real-time stock material availability 

information

• Delivery dates for non-stock materials
• In-depth material information and search

• Delivery status processing

• Less load on KONE mail network

• Faster order process
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The reason that both the ‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’ applications were 
implemented simultaneously was their almost exact likeliness, as the ‘myElevatorSpare’ e-tool 
was a later variation of its escalator equivalent, which had been first developed at ESH. Hereafter 
these two tools will be treated as one under the name ‘mySpare’, as their implementation 
occurred simultaneously and was precisely equivalent for both tools.

The main driving force behind getting these e-tools to Distributors as fast as possible was 
that they were the most basic of the tools in this development project. This was seen as a benefit 
as it would allow for faster implementation, and easier testing by Distributors, which could gain 
them valuable experience before attempting the same with the other tools. There was also a 
growing workload within KDI which meant that less time could be allocated to simple data-input 
and more time needed to be diverted to the logistics, invoicing and after sales aspects of the spare 
parts sales, which had recently been added to the process.

Additionally, many of the looming problems that were clearly ahead with the direct SAP 
implementations were thought to be easier with these Internet implementations and similar for all 
of them, mainly that of Extranet access to a previously Intranet restricted tool base, and would be 
easier to solve with the simpler tools first. It was clear that, for example, the integration of the 
elevator ordering process at the Distributor would be much harder in every aspect, and should 
therefore be left last when these primary start-up efforts would be cleared.

Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ & ‘myEscalatorSpare’
As mentioned previously, the primary hurdle in implementing any ordering tools at the 
Distributor would be one of access. Hence, to ascertain the possible difficulties associated with 
accessing the Intranet tool through the Internet, the first step taken in this process was to set up 
and designate a pilot country for testing of a possible implementation. A meeting was held at 
SBU on the 25th of August 2004 to discuss the necessary modifications that needed to be made in 
order to give a new user group access to the tool from outside the KONE Intranet (see 
“References; Meetings”).

Security issues, such as authentication on the Intranet from an alien IP on the ‘mySpare’ 
servers in Germany, were the primary focus of this meeting. Its conclusion was to achieve access 
through a Citrix server, much like a remote-desktop connection to a computer on the inside, 
which emulated access as if it was from within the Intranet. It was believed that this would rather 
effortlessly achieve what was required.

The pre-pilot country was chosen to be Ireland (Industrial Logistics Ltd.), due to their 
competence and large quantity of orders. After some effort, on the 1.9.2004, the 
‘myElevatorSpare’ tool was made available to Ireland, and the command to make all of their 
spare parts orders through it was given. Since this Distributor would now be ordering directly 
from SBU without KDI in between, what was still required was a way for KDI to take its share 
of the profits in the sale. It was decided that KDI would still be billed by SBU for any orders 
made by the Distributor and be allowed administrative access to all of their orders, so that the 
Distributor could then later be billed by KDI for these orders.

Requirement Specification

The first step in the process of integrating these spare parts ordering tools for Distributors was to 
create a specification of the modifications required for this to be successful.
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Apparent immediate requisites:

• Access from ISP through Vendor server to 
the ‘mySpare’ server

• Limited privileges for Distributors

• ‘Get price / availability’ buttons disabled

• ‘Create order’ buttons disabled

• KDI administrators must finalise orders

Initially it also needed to be clarified how the Distributor would be accessing the tools, as 
previously access had been limited to the internal company network (Intranet), and some 
modifications would have to be made in order for Distributors to be able to access these tools 
from the Extranet (Internet). The proposed solution to the access problem for ‘Distributor 
myElevatorSpare’ is depicted in the diagram of Figure 43. Exactly the same solution would 
apply for ‘Distributor myEscalatorSpare’ and only the URL’s (addresses) would be different.

••••►] ISOT Login }•» mySpare
Server

Internet
Server

Internet
Dial-up

Ext. EDMS
Server

Ext. EDMS
Login

Distributor
KONE Vendor Server KONE Intranet

Figure 43 - ‘Distributor mySpare’ external Intranet access implementation

In Figure 43, the Distributor first dials-up their ISP, which allocates them a fixed IP 
(requirement). They then access the KONE Ext. EDMS login site and, by the username and 
password given to them, gain access to the Ext. EDMS server. They have now created a secure 
encrypted connection (SSL). To gain access to either of these tools, they click on a link that takes 
them to the ‘mySpare’ login, similar to a remote-desktop connection, and through it to the 
KONE Intranet. They would then be free to access the ‘mySpare’ server and make full use of the 

tools.

Next, an in-depth specification was required of what modifications to the function of the 
application itself were necessary for their use. It was clear that Distributors could not be allowed 
complete freedom in using the tools, and KDI intervention was necessary in the process if only 
to check the Distributor input. Therefore modifications were required in the applications so that 
they not let Distributors send their orders directly to the SL, but allowed KDI to approve the 
order first. This idea is illustrated in Figure 44, with the new steps in the process highlighted in 
blue, and KDI intervention marked in red.
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Non-EC countries: I 
Waiting Invoice Status I

Waiting for KOI

Ordering WinStore iKONE SAP R/3

Distributor mySpare

Material Transport

Figure 44 - Technical flow diagram of proposed system for ordering spare parts

Primarily two ideas emerged for how to implement the KDI intervention in the process. One 
way was to have the Distributor fill in all of the required fields in the order and then send e-mail 
to KDI quoting the order number. A KDI spare parts sales representative would then create a 
new order which was an automatic copy of the data in the one made by the Distributor, with the 
exception that the KDI representative would have access to the ‘get price / availability’ and 
‘create order’ commands, and would therefore be able to finalise the order.

The other possible solution involved the Distributor ‘sharing’ the order with the KDI 
representative, who would then modify the general order information to include the KDI SAP 
network number (necessary for ordering from SBU) and finalise the order as before. This is the 
implementation described by the step-by-step proposed process flow in Figure 45. The new 
stages in the proposed process compared to the existing process have been highlighted in blue.

Save Basket

Share Order

Open
mySpare

Create Order

UPS
Tracking

Get Price / 
Availability

Process 
Status of the 

Order

General Order 
Information

Distributor

e-Mail ->

Add
Materials

Modify 
General Order 

Information

Distributor

Wait for 
Materials

Figure 45 - Detailed flow of ‘Distributor mySpare’ ordering

These ideas were brought forth in a second meeting on the 6th of October 2004 at SBU (see 
“References; Meetings”). The requirement specification was presented and likely difficulties in 
its realisation were discussed. The two options mentioned earlier in this study were presented, 
and after some deliberation, the second one, i.e. the ‘sharing’ option, was selected as the easiest 
and most advantageous to implement for the two reasons:

• Both of the ‘mySpare’ applications already contained the necessary function for sharing orders with 
other users.

• This option was the only one of the two where the Distributor could afterwards check up on the 
‘status’ of the order, as KDI would be modifying the same order created by the Distributor and not 
an independent copied one.
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It was then illustrated during this meeting that it should not be too difficult to restrict the 
Distributor access to the pricing and availability commands, nor to disallow them from creating 
orders, as these tools already contained various levels of access privileges, which could probably 
be employed to make the specification work without changing the application. It was concluded 
that at best, the only program code that would need to be modified to realise the specification 
would be the existing ‘sharing’ implementation. At the same time, it was commented that in the 
worst-case scenario, the Distributor would not be able to gain access to the tool, even through 

Ext. EDMS (KONE Vendor server).

Finally, using the information gathered in these last two meetings, final revised specifications 
were sent to the software development team in charge of both of the ‘mySpare’ applications, 
located at Hattingen, Germany (ESH). It was decided that a meeting should be scheduled on the 
7th - 8th of December 2004 at Hattingen, where preliminary versions of possible implementations 
would hopefully be presented.

Implementation
The following is a list of the minutes of the conclusions of the 7th - 8lh of December 2004 
meeting at ESH (see “References; Meetings”). These include comments made during meetings 
about possible future improvements as well as observations added later to specify requirements 
as requested, and apply to both the ‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’ tools:

Current features:
• Prices will not be displayed to Distributors for now; Distributors need to manually resolve their 

actual price.
• The ‘create order’ button has been disabled and replaced by a ‘send to KDI’ button. When this 

button is clicked the order becomes locked for the Distributor, but KDI can open, edit and create the 

order to the SL.

• At the moment, KDI will have to periodically check to see when new orders are ‘shared’ in this 
way.

• The Distributor can always go back and see the ‘status’ (released; ordered; delivered) of the order 
and its delivery details, after the order has been sent to KDI (locked).

• At the moment this Distributor version of the tool is under testing, which will be accomplished in 
cooperation with KDI. When this is complete, it will be released into the production system.

• At the moment English and French exist as user-specific languages that apply to KDI.
• A KDI employee will have to be trained to be able to handle the ‘administration’ side of the tool 

that is, adding new users and setting the appropriate permissions.

Future possibilities:

• Possibility to display the Full Cost multiplied by the spares multiplier. It may also be possible to 
integrate the discount multiplier and spares multiplier, in which case users would have to be divided 
into two groups, ‘Authorised Distributors’ and ‘Joint Ventures’, that have different discounts.

• The system could create an automatic e-mail, informing KDI of each new order as they are placed 

in the system.

• A direct link to UPS/TNT tracking can be built into the tool.

• There is a possibility to automatically create a Sales Order in KDI’s SAP when orders are added, so 
that order data does not need to be re-typed into KDI’s SAP.

• Various languages can easily be added to the tool.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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Test Version
All previous efforts proved fruitful, when on the 7th of December a primary version of the 
Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ tool was presented at Hattingen to Kai Pinta and Oskari Gillberg. 
This primary version of the tool included the following modifications from the original 
‘myElevatorSpare’:

• Prices are not available to Distributors‘Send-to-KDI’ button
KDI can edit everything in an order made 
by a Distributor, and then sends it to SBU

Distributors see a ‘status = confirmed’ 
after KDI has approved the order

The original version of the tool had been modified so that Distributors would have access to a 
‘stripped-down’ view (‘Distributor’) allowing them to add materials and create orders, which 
would have to be approved by KDI administrators who would in turn have access to a more 
extensive administrative version of the tool (‘FL-view’).

A screenshot of the main screen of the tool is shown in Figure 46, which is the first screen 
that the Distributor sees when accessing the tool. It includes a preliminary view of all orders 
made to KDI and a menu system that allows the Distributor to create new orders as well as view 
the status and content of existing, previously made orders.

3 tlevator PDM-System - Microsoft Internet txplorer

FIs Edt View Favorites Tools Help

Q Back » - [*) ■,,) Search , Favorites Media ^ ¡¡0 •
Address ¡ti] http://ntser22/my5pareElevator_TranngCenter/Elev_default_frame.asp

■ - - 
■ • Щш

User
Oskar: Gillberg

Pinchase Older No.:

¡Date: I Order to view: Print Download 1

from: |10.12.04 J to: ¡17 01 05 J own: others: m A
j Purchase Order NoVSales Document No.: Status:
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Figure 46 - 'Distributor myElevatorSpare’ test version Distributor view of main window

When the Distributor chooses to create a new order, they are taken to a different screen in 
which, as before, they can fill out general information required for ordering as well as add 
materials, and finally send the order to KDI for approval. This is shown in the screenshot of 
Figure 47. Notice that the ‘create order’ and ‘get price/availability’ buttons have been hidden, 
and once the Distributor has added information as to the delivery and type of materials required, 
they will press the ‘send to KDI’ button, making the order viewable for KDI.
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Figure 47 - ‘Distributor myElevatorSpare’ test version Distributor order creation

Once the Distributor has sent the order to KDI through the tool, they prepare a short e-mail 
with reference to the order and ask KDI to finalise it. A KDI employee can then open their 
‘myElevatorSpare’ to view all orders released from Distributors, as is shown in the screenshot of 
the main screen of the tool in Figure 48.

From the ‘Open Basket’ screen of Figure 48, a KDI employee will open the order that the 
Distributor has referenced, and now has the added functionality of obtaining pricing details for 
the materials in the order. Furthermore, a decision can also be made at this point whether to 
reject the order completely, e.g. in case it has been specified incorrectly or critical information is 

missing.

The pricing information will be required at the next stage for the SAP release that needs to be 
created on KDI’s side, before the order can be made to the supply-line. The test order created 
earlier is shown opened in Figure 49, in which the pricing information has already been 

retrieved.

Additional information, such as KDI’s SAP reference number, has to also be included in the 
General Order Information as described earlier. A KDI employee will have to check that the 
details of the order are possible and correctly filled, and can then really make the order to the 
supply-line by clicking the ‘create order’ link, which can also be seen in Figure 49.
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Figure 48 - ‘Distributor myElevatorSpare’ test version KDI view of main window

Figure 49 - ‘Distributor myElevatorSpare' test version KDI order editing
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It was agreed that the testing of this first version of Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ would be 
carried out during January and February 2005, by the author in cooperation with K. Staengler. 
After this testing concluded, any necessary modifications could still be made to the 
‘myElevatorSpare’ tool, before the implementation would be copied in the creation of a 
Distributor version of the ‘myEscalatorSpare’ tool. This testing was started on the 4.1.2005 and 
completed on the 10.2.2005, with good results and only minor modifications in the form of bugs 
that could be fixed before the tool was put into the production system and could be released for 
pilot testing.

Implementation Revision Summary

Some unresolved issues and possibilities for long-term development were noted at the ESH 
meeting on the 7th - 8th of December 2004 (see “References; Meetings”), which included:

• Successful access through Ext. EDMS was still unresolved

• At the moment the system was still in the testing environment (training centre), and it needed to be 
thoroughly tested before it could be put into production.

• The Distributor should also be able to see delivery numbers (courier references) so that they can 
track their own orders

• E-Mails could be sent to KDI every time a Distributor creates an order. This would eliminate 
having to check the system periodically for new orders.

• New languages can be added and applied to the tool very easily. Existing languages used by KDI 
countries already include French. These can be applied through KDI administration of Distributors 
specific to each user.

• SBU could automatically create a Sales Order in KDI SAP at the same time as the Purchase Order 
is created by the system in its SAP. This would eliminate the need for KDI to input spare parts 
orders into their own SAP system.

Access Problem

Description

The main problem of access to the tools was still unresolved by the time testing was complete in 
February 2005. Through some discussion, the root of the problem seemed to be that all of the 
tools created at ESH (‘myElevatorSpare’, ‘myEscalatorSpare’ and ‘myOrderform’) required their 
users to belong to the KONE.COM user database, as login is normally accomplished 
automatically when a user inside the KONE Intranet attempts to access the tool by use of their 
Windows username. Distributors were not presently members of the KONE.COM user database, 
and may never be allowed to be for reasons of data security, as they could then easier gain access 
to restricted information. It was evident, that this problem would best be solved through other 
means than simply adding them to this database and numerous discussions were held regarding 
how this could alternatively be achieved.

Solution

A study was commissioned into the said problem of access, and the results were that the ISOT 
(‘myElevatorSpare’, ‘myEscalatorSpare’ and ‘myOrderform’) user must have the same user 
name and password both for Ext. EDMS and the ISOT web tool. Otherwise, it will not work. The 
easiest way to achieve this was in fact to create a KONE.COM account for the user and an Ext. 
EDMS account with the same user name. Ext. EDMS could then retrieve the password from 
KONE.COM in exactly the same way as for any KONE.COM user. Therefore, either the EDMS
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“subXXX” user name needed to be renamed to the one that was used in ISOT or to rename the 
ISOT user name to “subXXX”.

The technical explanation given for this was that the Apache reverse proxy module that was 
being used in Ext. EDMS, asks the user for their user name and password. After this it verifies 
that the user exists also with EDMS. If this login is successful, the Apache proxy tries to get the 
original HTML pages from the ISOT web server. When the ISOT server asks for the user name 
and password, Apache sends the user name and password that the user entered when he logged in 
to Ext. EDMS. If they are not valid for ISOT, the ISOT web server asks for the user name and 
password again and the user’s browser pops up an input box asking for user name and password. 
If the user enters the ISOT user name and password, the Apache proxy module will think they 
are incorrect and it will refuse access. Therefore really the only possibility would be that the user 
name and password are the same in both systems.

Additionally it was explained by ESH IT that the Ext. EDMS system has only one ‘real’ 
username, when looking from the KONE.COM domain side, meaning that all Distributors would 
share the same username when logging-in to the e-tools. This would allow them to modify and 
view each other’s orders, which could not be allowed.

Another solution therefore to both of these problems was to create a separate manual login 
step to the tool instead of the automatic login used presently. This would skip the automatic use 
of the Windows username and allow a separate database to be used when retrieving the user 
details, but would require major modifications to the program as well as affecting all users, and 
was therefore not the preferred option. Additionally, there was still the possibility that the user 
would have to be registered to the KONE.COM domain. Clearly there was a need for further in- 
depth discussion, and it was agreed that the Hattingen IT team would accomplish this in 
cooperation with the EDMS team.

Access was realised for one of the three systems as feasibility study to work as a test system. 
Other Applications that needed access via ext. EDMS would have to be modified for use in 
production systems. In the tested solution the user logs in with a special URL that contains a 
dummy user that belongs to the KONE.COM domain and then the user must login to the special 
application. The user gets his rights from our user database.

Schedule
Table 9 - Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ & ‘myEscalatorSpare’ implementation schedule

Date Event
6.10.2004 KDI & SBU specification for the Distributor version of is created

15.10.2004 Acceptance of the KDI & SBU spec.

7.12.2004 Presentation of the specification at ESH

8.2.2005 ESH development schedule

28.2.2005 ESH has checked that the connection from ext. EDMS to the ISOT server is working
3.3.2005 Technical project summary meeting at ESH
1.4.2005 Pilot country Cyprus launch

1.5.2005 Live date (rollout for all Authorised Distributors and Joint Ventures)
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4.5.2 Ordering Escalators

The current escalator ordering process, as described previously in section “2.5.3 Ordering 
Escalators”, involved KDI receiving Excel-based Order Forms and re-typing them into the local 
‘myOrderform’ Intranet tool to order them from the SL. Logically, this process needed 
rethinking now that all orders had to go through the ‘myOrderform’ tool and KDI could no 
longer simply forward the Order Form from the Distributor to the SL as before. The bottleneck 
in the process was clearly that both KDI and the Distributor were specifying the escalator order 
through different systems. It was decided that this process would be reorganised so that the 
Distributor would input the escalator order directly into an appropriately modified version of the 
‘myOrderform’ application using their Internet browser.

As the modifications on the ‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’ ordering e-tools had 
been commissioned from ESH, and primary Distributor versions of the applications were under 
development, efforts at KDI were concentrated on creating a similar specification for the 
‘myOrderform’ e-tool. The reason for this was simply that the responsibility for the software 
development side and the physical server itself for all three tools was at ESH, and in order to 
save a second trip there, it was decided that all three requirement specifications for application 
integration would be presented and discussed simultaneously in the same meeting on the 7th - 8th 
of December 2004 (see “References; Meetings”).

Distributor ‘myOrderform’

As applications, these three previously discussed e-tools are all fortunately rather similar, 
especially in terms of how access issues could be resolved. However, the major difference is that 
whereas the spare parts ordering tools communicate with R/3 via pop-up В API interfaces, which 
are only activated at two instants in the order specification process (during the ‘get prices / 
availability’ and ‘create order’ stages), the ‘myOrderform’ e-tool is more frequently writing to 
R/3 via RFC’s as was described earlier in this work (see section “4.3.1 My Escalator Order 
Form”).

Requirement Specification

Initially, a list of the main modifications that would be required in the ‘myOrderform’ 
application was drawn up, and then a similar approach as to that before was taken, mainly that of 
creating a requirement specification through the use of flowcharts and diagrams to better 
describe the requisites to the parties responsible.

Critical initial modifications:

• Access from ISP through Ext. EDMS

• Limited privileges for Distributors

• ‘Send-to-SL’ button disabled

The first problem to be addressed, once again the most critical of all, was one of access to the 
tool from the Internet. The same solution to that proposed for access to the ‘myElevatorSpare’ 
tool was decided would be best to suggest at first, for this see Figure 43 in section “4.5.1 
Ordering Spare Parts; Requirement Specification”.

After the issue of how access would be proposed to the system was resolved, an actual 
process description needed to be drawn up to explain how the Distributor would fit into the new 
ordering process with KDI still in between as an administrator. It was absolutely necessary that

• KDI administrators approve order

• Full Cost to Distributor Prices
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Distributors would be prohibited from sending their orders directly to the SL, as experience told 
that commonly their specifications would contain elementary mistakes and often required 
modification. KDI would therefore have to be able to modify any orders made by the Distributor, 
and then have the rights to send these forward to the SL, which was something that could not be 
done in the tool with the present settings. More specifically a ‘shared’ order could not be edited 
by the user with whom it was shared, and only the original creator of the specification could 
modify the order and send it to the SL. A technical flow diagram was created to explain KDI’s 

requirements, and this is shown in Figure 50.

I , ManualKONE SAP R/3Ordering

DanzasDistributor myOrderform

Material Transport

Figure 50 - Technical flow diagram of proposed system for ordering escalators

Furthermore, to properly explain the modification requirements to the ‘myOrderform’ tool, 
more in-depth explanation of how the Distributor and KDI would be using the tool to 
successfully create and order was needed. The initial idea was that the Distributor would fill in as 
much information as required, share the order with KDI, inform KDI by e-mail of its existence, 
KDI would then modify the order if required, create an SAP Sales Order in KDI’s SAP from 
which certain required references would be added to ‘myOrderform’, and finally send the order 
to the SL. This is process is illustrated in Figure 51.
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Figure 51 - Detailed flow of ‘Distributor myOrderform' ordering

With these three diagrams for access, technical flow and detailed ordering flow, the 
requirement specification for the Distributor version of the ‘myOrderform’ e-tool was formed 
and presented at ESH along with that for ‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’.

Implementation

Presenting the requirement specification at ESH resulted in discussion of possible 
implementation methods and ideas, as well as the solution of some foreseen problems with the 
specification. The following is a list of the minutes to the conclusions of the 7th - 8th of December 
2004 visit to ESH (see “References; Meetings”). They include comments made during meetings 
about possible future improvements as well as observations added later to specify requirements 
as requested:
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• Prices can be changed either on a ‘distribution’ level in ‘myOrderform’ (after IPC) because there is 
already a ‘discount’ factor built in per user or they may be changed directly in SAP R/3 databases.

• SAP Pricing is linked to the buying party, who in all of KDI’s cases may actually be KDI itself. 
Therefore prices may be difficult or impossible to change in SAP. This will have to be discussed 
with M. Kaijamaa.

• It will be possible for the SL and KDI to ‘view’ a different price than the Distributor. Whereas the 
Distributor will see the Full Cost multiplied up by KDI’s multiplier, the SL and KDI will see the 
true Full Cost

• Restriction of the ‘send to SL’ function can be achieved by making KDI Distributors a part of the 
‘FL2’ permission group. KDI employees will then be a part of the ‘FLV permission group (as they 
are now). This will also allow KDI employees to edit orders made by Distributors.

• There will be a default setting built in so that KDI sees all orders made by the Distributor, and when 
the Distributor informs KDI that their order is completely (via e-mail citing a reference number), 
KDI will release (send to SL) the order to the Customer Service (GCS).

In review, not as many modifications needed to be made to the ‘myOrderform’ tool as was 
required for the two spare parts ordering tools previously. Mainly this was thanks to the fact that 
there already existed two different front-line user groups with different levels of permission in 
the tool. A user belonging to the ‘FL1’ permission group, which was intended for salesmen, 
could view prices and release orders to the SL. In contrast, a user belonging to another group 
called ‘FL2’ could only tender and share their projects with the ‘FLV group, and could not 
release these orders to the SL. This allowed for easy implementation as Distributors could clearly 
be given ‘FL2’ permissions, and when they have tendered and completed their order, can share it 
with a KDI ESC member a part of the ‘FLV group who in turn could modify the order as 
required and ultimately release it to production.

With most KDI requirements already met by the existing tool, the problem of access was still 
one that needed to be solved before any kind of testing or rollout of this tool could occur. 
Fortunately, the solution would be the same for the ‘myOrderform’ tool as for the two spare parts 
e-tools, and the possibilities were described earlier in section “4.5.1 Ordering Spare Parts; 
Access Problem Solution”.

Schedule

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Table 10 - 'Distributor myOrderform’ implementation schedule

Date Event
6.10.2004 KDI & SBU specification for the Distributor version of is created

15.10.2004 Acceptance of the KDI & SBU spec.
7.12.2004 Presentation of the specification at ESH
8.2.2005 ESH development schedule

28.2.2005 ESH has checked that the connection from ext. EDMS to the ISOT server is working
3.3.2005 Technical project summary meeting at ESH
1.4.2005 Pilot country Cyprus launch
1.5.2005 Live date (rollout for all Authorised Distributors and Joint Ventures)
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4.5.3 Ordering Elevators

Currently KDI’s access has been restricted to the GSL (Global Supply Line) module in R/3, and 
thus KDI employees can only view a very restricted amount of information through R/3 
concerning its orders from e.g. SUI (mainly only SAP reference numbers are available through a 
search). In reference to ordering elevators, KDI’s systems are not yet integrated to the SUI 
supply-line, and therefore before any real integration, in terms of ordering elevators, can be 
accomplished with Distributors, it is required that it be first realised between KDI and its SL’s.

When KDI makes an order for an elevator, as described in section “2.5.2 Ordering 
Elevators”, instead of specifying the order by means of inputting it immediately into the supply
line’s R/3 system, the specifics of the order are sent by e-mail in Order Form and layout drawing 
format to the factory, where a Customer Service (CS) team inputs them into the production 
system for manufacturing. Inevitably, this practice has a direct effect on delivery time of the 
product and hence efficiency, as the CS team may take from one to up to four weeks in actually 
processing the order into their R/3 system. In comparison, it would conceivably take a KDI 
employee a few days to do the same.

Because of the imperfect nature of order specifications coming from the Distributor 
(discrepancies in Order Forms and layout drawings), many problems are noticed only when the 
specification is finally input into the system, and therefore a great deal of communication from 
the SL to KDI to the Distributor is required to find solutions to these problems, which further 
results in more inefficiency.

Supply-Line Integration Schedule

‘Integration of Customers to Elevator supply-line’, or ICE is the name of the long-term project 
for KDI’s integration with the SUI elevator supply-line. Due to the great amount of investment, 
training, process development and reorganisation involved, it will take place in four steps:

Table 11 - Supply-Line integration implementation schedule

Date Event
20.12.2004 Step 0: KDI ESC begins using ‘Remote Terminal’

15.3.2005 Step 1: KDI adopts the ‘Variant Configurator’ method
Planned for 2006 Step 2a: The ‘Sales Marketing Tool’ is implemented first at KDI

... 2006 Step 2b: The ‘Distributor Sales Marketing Tool’ is implemented at KDI
Distributors

>2006 Step 3: Implementation of the ‘Fully Integrated’ a.k.a. ‘835’ method

The basic idea is that one employee, who will be an addition to the existing ESC team of two, 
will input all of KDI’s MonoSpace® Standard elevator orders, that is approximately three a day, 
into, first into the ‘Remote Terminal’, then the VC, and finally ‘SMT integrated SAP ordering 
systems. The primary implementations of all the systems described in this study will only focus 
on the ordering of Monospace Standard® elevators. A great deal of extra SAP training would be 
required for the specification of more complex elevators, such as the MonoSpace® Special A- 
process, and the possibility for this will be left open for future development. The SUI CS team 
will still be responsible for placing all other elevator orders into production, according to the 
‘existing’ elevator order process.

The reason that a KDI ESC employee will be responsible for this work is that it would be 
irrational, and probably impossible, to train all Area Managers to use the new ordering tools.
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Entering orders in the first two systems is also very time-consuming, before the work can be 
shifted from KDI to its Distributors through application of the ‘Distributor SMT system.

Ultimately and once or if certain security risks and other hurdles have been cleared, 
Distributors could enter their own elevator orders directly into KDI’s R/3 with the use of the new 
SAP ‘Web-GUr (see section “4.2.5 SAP Web-GUI”). Exactly when this will be considered is 
still on the drawing board as there are so many issues that need to be resolved. A possible plan is 
that this arrangement is implemented once KDI adopts the SMT system in 2006, but more on this 
later.

Step 0: Remote Terminal

It was planned that first, on the 20th of December 2004, KDI would adopt the ‘Remote Terminal’ 
system of ordering Monospace® Standard elevators (see section “4.1.3 Remote Terminal”). This 
step has been called ‘step 0’ because it is not actually ‘real’ integration, but simply gives KDI 
ESC the authority and access to SUI SAP, instead of actually integrating these systems. The 
author of this thesis took part in a one-week training course at SUI during the 13th to the 17th of 
December in order to document the process and be able to train other KDI employees.

In this system a KDI ESC employee will input MonoSpace® Standard orders directly into 
production via SUI SAP. The KDI and SUI SAP systems will still be completely separate, and 
no information will flow back from the SUI R/3 system. Order Confirmations, for example, will 
be sent in PDF format via e-mail (they were previously sent by fax). This architecture is shown 
in Figure 52.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

KDI SAP R/3

MRP

Figure 52 - ‘Step 0: Remote Terminal’ proposed KDI SAP integration

The SAP R/3 works such that each user is given different profiles related to the tasks they are 
authorised performing. Access to different transactions and the SAP systems of other 
departments can thus be limited. All European KONE departments and supply-lines can 
therefore use the same ‘S04 EU Production System’ module, without users being able to 
accidentally modify the data of other departments.

During the author’s participation in a Remote Terminal training course at SUI on the 13th - 
17th of December 2004, the process of ordering MonoSpace® Standard elevators was instructed 
and demonstrated step-by-step. KDI was given a new user name and password for access to SUI 
SAP, with limited privileges only to be able to create, view and list Sales Orders. Access to 
transactions such as modifying an SO was restricted because this would allow KDI to change 
any order ever created and was seen as too dangerous.

Immediate benefits for KDI:

• Fulfils KONE Corporation requirement of 
integration by 2005

• On-time tracking for progress

• On-time access to real material cost
• Understanding of SUI post-processes 

(SAP-support)
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Process

The implementation of this system required no modifications or testing to be made in KDIR/3 as 
all of the new tasks would be completed in SUI R/3. Only minor changes had to be made to the 
ordering process, and these stages and transactions are highlighted in blue in Figure 53, 
illustrating the detailed process flow.
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Network
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Handover to 
Billing &
Logistics
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Order

KDI ESC
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SUI SAP

e-Mail
Order

Release

e-Mail
Order
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mation

SUI cs

SUISAP

Figure 53 - ‘Step 0: Remote Terminal’ process flow

Distributors will make their orders to KDI Area Managers using the same PDF Order Forms 
and costing information created using KCT (see section “2.5.1 KONE Cost Calculation Tool for 
Elevators”) as well as the necessary layout drawings from Frontline CAD (see section “2.5.1 
Process Timeline; Data Requirements”). KDI Area Managers will first be required to input the 
same general information (SO and standard network) as before, and then send the order 
‘documents’ via e-mail as in the previous system, however this time addressing the ESC 
employee responsible for their input into SUI R/3 (see section “2.5.2 Ordering Elevators”).

A Sales Order (SO) and the ‘KM_E_LINE’ material (Variant Configurator, VC) need to be 
specified in SUI SAP. Once released and confirmed, the SO then creates a Purchase Requisition 
(PR), which in turn is converted into a Purchase Order (PO), and the elevator is placed into 
production.

It should be noted that through the application of this new system, KDI has had to take on 
work previously carried out by the Customer Service department at SUI. This has meant a 
substantial increase in workload, but at the same time results in a reduction of order processing 
time and other indirect advantages. This stage was mainly planned as an intermediate step before 
the development of the ‘Variant Configurator’ implementation described next, and was required 
due to constrained time-restrictions (KCO executive order for integration to the elevator supply
line by 2005).

For a more in-depth study and step-by-step description of the Remote Terminal ordering 
process for MonoSpace® Standard elevators, see Gillberg (2005b).
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Step 1: Variant Configurator

Second, what is referred to as ‘step Г, on the 15th of March 2005, the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ Variant 
Configurator will be implemented into KDI’s R/3 (see section “4.1.4 ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ Variant 
Configurator”). This phase will render the Remote Terminal obsolete; nevertheless in all 
practicality it will be the first real step towards integration of KDI to a Supply-Line. 
Consecutively, both KDI and SUI SAP will have their own PR’s and PO’s. The architecture and 
data flow (highlighted in blue) of this system is shown in Figure 54.

SUI SAP R/3KOI SAP R/3

Figure 54 - ‘Step 1 : Variant Configurator’ proposed KDI SAP integration

The major difference this time around is that some information is actually flowing from KDI 
to SUI SAP and vice versa. In addition to the elevator specification, some necessary SO level 
information such as customer addresses will be copied from KDI SAP into SUI’s SO. From SUI 
SAP, an Юос invoice will be sent back to KDI, when scanning faxed paper invoices into a non- 
SAP application and manually allocating their costs to the appropriate SAP networks had 
previously achieved this.

Another aspect now to be automated is that the real cost given by the ‘KM_E_LINE’ 
material VC flows back from SUI SAP to the KDI SO in order for KDI to have the exact costing 
information in their own SAP, when previously this was either manually input from the SL 
invoice, or could alternatively only be estimated from CST or KCT (see section “2.3 Stand- 
Alone Software Tools”).

Process

A detailed process flow for this system is illustrated in Figure 55, with all of the new stages and 
transactions highlighted in blue.
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Figure 55 - ‘Step 1 : Variant Configurator’ process flow
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As can be seen from Figure 55, KDI ESC will be required to input exactly the same general 
order information as previously was done by KDI Area Managers, however the elevator 
specification will be included in an ‘FI_E_LINE_OF’ VC that exists in KDI SAP and has been 
tailored for the use of KDI. Once specified, this VC will be released and sent via SAP to the SUI 
Customer Service (CS) team, who will upload it into their SAP and convert it into the equivalent 
‘KM_E_LINE’ material for production. After this the KDI Logistics team and SUI V5 team 
handle all stages of billing and logistics.

Requirement Specification & Implementation

Following a meeting concerning hand-over of configuration to KDI that took place on the 20th 
and 21st January 2005, the following modifications have been made to previous settings:

Standard network logistics:
• Milestone OB with non-mandatory 

confirmation
• No milestone 3 (= 2 in KDI process)
• No milestone 3C (material on site)
• Milestone ЗА = requested delivery date = 

handover to customer

Standard network billing plan:

• KONE Model II VC

• Billing points = Manual, 2 and ЗА

• No milestone 5B (final invoice)

• Billing point will be at ЗА

Template for ‘FL_E_LINE_OF:

• VC being used by any FL
• Non-shared SAP or local template

Equipment number:

• Manual entry of equipment number
• Data in ‘FL_E_UNE_OF’ VC

Order Confirmation from the SL:
• Sent as PDF file to a defined user
• Tested with integration tests

I Doc invoice verification:

• KDI BCR request that lists of iDocs from 
SL display invoice number and its value

• KDI BCR request special report to show 
variances on SL material

• Request to printout the SL invoice at the 
FL whenever needed (iDoc)

• Authorization issue to be worked out 
during testing phase

Security:

• GIS will provide a list of transactions 
required for the new functionalities

• KDI will resolve user authorisations and 
security profiles

Modifications had to be made to KDI’s SAP system in order to accommodate the new VC 
system. These were first implemented in the ‘SOI Development System’ module of KONE R/3 
by the KONE SAP development team in Brussels. This module, as its name suggests, is used for 
the development of new systems and modification of existing transactions, because if these 
changes were made directly to the ‘S04 EU Production System’ module, they would either cause 
downtime because the system would have to be taken offline, or errors are the system is being 
continuously used.

Test Version

Once test versions of these new systems were complete in SOI, they were copied to the ‘S03 EU 
Acceptance System’ module for testing. A separate R/3 module is required for testing because 
test data cannot enter into the actual production system, as this would cause seemingly real data 
to enter the system, and may even e.g. start the process for the commissioning of an elevator.
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Every calendar month there are ‘Waves’ in R/3, which means that all data from S04 is copied 
into S03 for testing purposes, replacing all previously entered data. This means that the testing of 
new systems needs to be timed and executed directly after these ‘waves’ so as to be of use in 
verifying the functionality of these new systems. Thus, the testing for the new Variant 
Configurator method was scheduled to start after the ‘wave’ on the 14th of February 2005, and 
involved KDI and SUI participation in testing the entire ordering process depicted in Figure 55.

The greatest difficulty in creating test results was getting the right SAP user-profiles 
allocated to the KDI test-group of users. Since all access privileges in the R/3 system are 
achieved through profiles, and is not directly transaction based as one might suppose, much 
study had to be carried out as to what kind of profiles would be required specifically for the new 
transactions, before any testing could be achieved. A screenshot of the KDI Variant Configurator 
system with the ‘FI_EUROSTAR_RED’ standard network (material) displayed, taken during 
this testing period, can be seen in Figure 56.

Figure 56 - KDI SAP standard network screenshot

In terms of what general project data needs to be input, the ‘FI_EUROSTAR_RED’ standard 
network shown in Figure 56 is nearly the same as previously in KDI’s current SAP system. 
There is a minimum of project segmentation information required, such as ‘building state’, 
‘business type’, and ‘technical platform’.

The real difference is that this time an ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC is added from, and linked to, 
this ‘FI_EUROSTAR_RED’ standard network. A screenshot of this new VC is shown in Figure 
57. This VC ‘Order Form’ is exactly the same as the one introduced previously in section “4.1.4
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‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ Variant Configurator”. Once specified, it is sent to the R/3 system of SUI 
through another new transaction.

Figure 57 - KDI SAP variant configurator screenshot

It should be noted that due to the similarities between the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC and the 
‘KM_E_LINE’ material are so great that this new process does not actually generate or save any 
extra order processing time, i.e. workload for KDI, when compared to that required in ‘step O’. 
This means that a KDI ESC employee will still be fully engaged in entering orders into this 
system. The only actual difference in KDI workload is that no longer are Area Managers 
required to enter any data into SAP, as the ESC will also create the Sales Order and standard 
network.

Implementation Summary

Once the proper functionality of the system had been verified in S03, it was planned that it would 
be copied into the S04 production system on the 15th of March 2005, after the next ‘wave’. This 
meant that the KDI ESC employee responsible for entering orders through this new system had 
to be appropriately trained so soon after the ‘Remote Terminal’ system had just been properly 
implemented at the start of 2005. In this situation, the popular pun “progress is a slow process” 
did not hold true.

One great benefit of having successfully implemented the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC into the 
KDI R/3 system is that this same VC will be used for ordering from the SL in all upcoming 
implementations as well. This means that what could perhaps be called the principal step has 
already been realised in successfully implementing this VC, and any systems which may be 
adopted in the future can easier build this further.
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Step 2: Distributor Sales Marketing Tool

At some point during the year 2006, KDI plans to implement a ‘Distributor Sales Marketing 
Tool’, which will be a modified version of the ‘SMT 2.0’ SAP system introduced earlier in 
section “4.1.5 Sales Marketing Tool”. The tailored version of the tool will allow KDI 
Distributors access to KDI SAP through the SAP Web-GUI (see section “4.2.5 SAP Web-GUI”), 
using which they will be able to input order specifications for MonoSpace® Standard elevators 

directly into the SAP R/3 system.

SMT utilises the same ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC for ordering from the SL as the Variant 
Configurator SAP system, but has an extended standard network to that which has been currently 
implemented in ‘step Г of the ICE project. This new standard network will have to be 
implemented in SOI and tested in S03, before it can be applied in the SAP S04 production 
system. The idea is that the Distributor will initially create a basic Sales Order in KDI SAP with 
minimal information and then specify the elevator in the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC. Once they are 
satisfied everything in the VC is correct, they send an e-mail notifying KDI that a new order has 
been input, and KDI takes over the process from there.

The application of this SAP tool will theoretically render the use of the Monospace® 
Standard cost calculation tool introduced earlier obsolete (see section “2.3.1 KONE Costing Tool 
for Elevators”), due to the feature of SMT being able to provide prices (tender) as well as create 
orders. In reality, however, Distributors will still probably use the tool to more quickly tender 
projects for their clients. In addition, this will never happen until SMT has been integrated at all 
of KDI Distributors, and the use of Stand-Alone applications to make orders to KDI may be the 
only possible choice for some.

Process

This system of ordering ultimately means that no longer is a KDI employee needed to input 
specifications from Order Forms and layout drawings that Distributors send into the ‘Step 0’ or 
‘Step Г SAP-based ordering system. Distributors will perform this element of the process 
themselves by directly specifying their order in SMT. The data that the Distributor enters into 
SAP will then have to be thoroughly checked and modified by KDI ESC before the 
‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ VC can be sent to the SL. This Distributor-integrated process is illustrated in 
Figure 58, with the new stages and transactions highlighted in blue.

It may be useful to compare this proposed process to that which originally existed at KDI 
before any supply-line integration was put into practice (see Figure 19 in section “2.5.2 Ordering 
Elevators”), as the amount of work on KDI’s side has now been greatly reduced, whereas in ‘step 
0’ and ‘step Г, KDI workload actually increased because its ESC had to complete tasks that 
were formerly carried out by the SUI Customer Service department.

Therefore it is only in this third stage (second step) of elevator order process reorganisation 
where immediate cost-efficiencies are apparent due to a clear reduction in workload at KONE 
per order. Thus, this stage could be the first considered as ‘improvement’ in economical terms, 
but it should be kept in mind that its predecessors were necessary for other technical and 
development related concerns. For example, the understanding of SUI SAP processes gained in 
‘step 0’ and the development of the ‘FL_E_LINE_OF’ in ‘step Г are both required for 
successful implementation of SMT.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration
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Figure 58 - ‘Step 2: Distributor Sales Marketing Tool’ process flow

Possible Implementation

It may be more reasonable and realistic to first implement the standard SMT system solely for 
KDI’s use, depending mainly on how matters progress with the permission for using the SAP 
Web-GUI as well as the analysis of whether Distributors can actually manage specifying orders 
into a system as advanced and un-user-friendly as SAP.

Nevertheless, a great deal of training will have to be considered and planned for all KDI’s 
Distributors before any real implementation can be implemented on their side. However, as the 
Quality Feedback process will kick-off the use of the SAP Web-GUI for Distributors, they will 
gain almost a year of valuable experience in the SAP environment before any possible 
implementation of ‘Distributor SMT’ is due to be applied, thereby laying the groundwork for this 
integration.

Step 3: ‘835’ Fully Integrated

A short time after the ‘Distributor SMT’ system has been applied, KDI will proceed in 
integrating itself more deeply with SUI. This integration will not necessarily cause any changes 
in the ordering process for Distributors using the SMT system, but will allow for greater 
information flow between the SL and KDI SAP systems. This will result in more stages of the 
present process to be automated through SAP.

One example of a step not yet automated is the reception of SL Order Confirmations. In each 
of the previous implementations, Order Confirmations had to be sent by e-mail from the SL 
(previously in the ‘existing’ system, these were sent by fax). When ‘fully integrated’, KDI can 
printout these SL Order Confirmations through its own SAP system. Other elements of the 
previous processes that will be improved are billing and logistics. For a more in-depth 
description of this system, see section “4.1.6 ’835’ Fully Integrated”.
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4.5.4 Quality Feedback

There has been a sudden change in KONE’s quality feedback process as it was described in 
section “2.5.5 Quality Feedback”. A KCO executive order was issued at the beginning of 2005 
for all front lines to integrate their entire feedback process into SAP R/3. This means that all 
front lines would have to input their Warranty Claims and Express Orders into a new group of 
SAP transactions called the ‘Quality Feedback Tool’ or ‘QFB’ tool for short. Consequently, the 
traditional Excel-based Feedback Forms will become outdated in March 2005 when the QFB 
tool was to be launched, and the GSL Quality Teams would no longer accept feedback in any 
other format.

This caused unexpected pressure on KDI to adopt the new R/3 implementation, however it 
also provided the opportunity to ‘do things right the first time’ and integrate Distributors into the 
process immediately. The benefit of this direct implementation at the Distributor meant that KDI 
would not have to go through a phase where all Distributors keep sending Feedback Forms via e- 
mail and a KDI employee inputs the data into R/3 so that the SL can accept it. Nonetheless, it 
was realised that not all KDI’s Distributors could be asked to immediately implement the new 
quality feedback system, as some were still so new or inexperienced with IT systems that this 

would not be a realistic nor customer-friendly demand.

Another benefit of integrating this process into R/3 was that GSL Customer Service teams at 
KONE would no longer be required to retype data from Feedback Forms into R/3 as was the case 
thus far, but this information would be input directly by front lines. Inside KONE, this was just 
another move to reduce the workload of Customer Service and shift it to the front lines in order 
to reduce processing costs at the supply-line, as in the case of the integration of front lines to the 
elevator supply-line (see “4.5.3 Ordering Elevators”). However for KDI it was a perfect 
opportunity to shift this work entirely outside of KONE and place it in the hands of its 
Distributors, therefore actually reducing costs for KONE instead of simply shifting them to other 
departments.

QFB Tool

The QFB tool works through a main transaction called the ‘Start Menu’ that can be accessed 
directly once logged into R/3. This transaction allows the user, depending on authorisations, to:

• Print Feedback

• View Feedback Reports

• Create Quality Feedback

• Modify Existing Feedback

• Display Existing Feedback

KONE employees will create their feedback through the standard SAP GUI, and will 
generally have authorisations to perform all of the tasks listed above. A screenshot of the test 
version of the tool as it was in S03 before implementation at KDI is shown in Figure 59.

An added functionality in this SAP implementation is the crosschecking of Purchase Order 
numbers and references to find the original product order that the feedback concerns in the R/3 
system, allowing the feedback to be always addressed to the correct SL. This is a great advantage 
compared to the old Feedback Forms, in which it had to be manually specified (and usually 
guessed) at what SL the original order had been manufactured, causing many problems with 
incorrect input, resulting in numerous boomerangs, and slowing down the entire process.
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Figure 59 - QFB tool main screen

Another aspect worthy of note in the QFB tool is that the QFB tool allows the attachment of 
pictures and other data-files to quality feedback. These are uploaded into SAP via a separate 
routine. These pictures of damaged parts are often critical to the feedback process when there is 
not enough specific information for use in corrective LCM, as otherwise it will be impossible to 
improve manufacturing and design faults that are only experienced in the field.

Distributor QFB Tool

While implementing the QFB tool to be used by KDI required no direct modification of the 
existing SAP implementation used by other KONE front lines, allowing Distributors access to 
the tool meant that many aspects of the feedback process would have to be streamlined to be as 
simple as possible so that Distributors would have as little difficulty as possible with the new 

process.

Requirement Specification

Initially, a list of the main modifications that would be required in the QFB tool Distributor 
implementation was drawn up. This list of primary changes is cited below:

• Distributors will access the tool via the SAP Web-GUI and will each have restricted user-profiles 
for access to only the transactions required by the tool

• Distributors will be provided with a link that will take them directly to the QFB tool

• Feedback created by Distributors needs to be checked and modified by KDI before it is sent to the 
SL

• To simplify the process, the following fields and values will be automatically filled in by default for 

the Distributor profiles:
■ Ship-to-party address will be Distributor address

■ Contact person and e-mail address will be KDI Quality Feedback Team (ESC)
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User-profiles for the Distributors would have to be extremely limited in authorisation. 
Essentially, as the QFB tool would be the first in the series of SAP tools to be made available to 
Distributors (to be followed in 2006 by ‘Distributor SMT) their user-profiles should only allow 
access to the transactions required by the tool itself. In addition, these transactions should be 
limited so Distributors would not be authorised to modify existing feedback, as this would allow 
them to possibly change any feedback even that created by other departments. It was in fact 
decided that Distributors should only be allowed to:

• Create Quality Feedback | • Print Existing Feedback

Implementation

One of KDI’s core requirements was that the feedback Distributors filled in would have to be 
checked and accepted before it could be sent to the SL. Fortunately, a feature of the QFB tool 
that had been developed for KONE branch-offices (e.g. KEF in Vaasa and not the KEF main 
office in Haaga) was that a check-box could be ticked in the ‘create service notification’ 
transaction that would make it ‘local’ (“FL Local Issue” check-box). The purpose of this was 
exactly as KDI desired: for an administrator to be able to check the data before it was sent to the 
supply-line. Nevertheless, an absolute requirement for KDI was that this check box would be 
ticked by default for all Distributor user-profiles, and this was something that needed to be 
modified in the QFB tool.

Once the Distributor has created and saved their feedback, and automatic e-mail is generated 
by R/3 and sent to KDI. The KDI ESC employee responsible for quality feedback will then open 
the feedback created by the Distributor, check it, make any necessary modifications, and un-tick 
the “FL Local Issue” check box. This will cause the feedback to be released to the SL, and once 
saved an automatic e-mail will be generated to the SL informing them of the creation of the new 
notification. The SL Customer Service will only have to open the notification referenced in the 
automatic e-mail and proceed in handling the feedback. The process from this point on is 
basically the same as was described in section “2.5.5 Quality Feedback”, with the exception of 
automatic e-mails that are generated when the SL Customer Service accepts the feedback and 
makes a decision regarding the sending back of the faulty material in case of a warranty claim.

Process
A detailed but somewhat simplified process flow for the proposed quality feedback process is 
illustrated in Figure 60, with all of the new stages and transactions highlighted in blue. It may be 
useful to compare this proposed process to that which originally existed at KDI before any 
supply-line integration was put into practice (see Figure 23 in section “2.5.5 Quality Feedback”).

It should be particularly noted that in this proposed system of Figure 60 there now exist 
automatic e-mails (called ‘tasks’ in R/3), which are generated by the QFB tool at four stages in 
the process:

• When the Distributor creates a service notification (feedback), an e-mail is sent to KDI

• When KDI releases the feedback to the supply-line, an e-mail is sent to the SL

• When the SL either accepts or declines the claim (if it is a warranty), an e-mail is sent to KDI

• When the SL decides about the return of faulty materials, an e-mail is sent to KDI
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Figure 60 - Detailed flow of proposed system for Quality Feedback

Testing

After all of the requested modifications had been made to the QFB Tool in SOI, they were 
copied over to S03 for testing. Figure 61 shows the Distributor version of the QFB tool through 
the SAP Web-GUI, as it was in SOI after all of the modifications. Once again, the task of 
allocating user-profiles proved to be the most laborious. However once the distributor profiles 
were verified to only authorise the functionalities specified in the requirement specification, the 
testing was complete and the go-ahead was given to move the implementations to the S03 
production system.

3 QFB Start Menu - Microsoft Internet Explorer
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Q Back [jjj] ^ Search ^ Favortes Meda
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Figure 61 - Distributor QFB tool via SAP Web-GUI
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Figure 62 - Distributor QFB tool create feedback screen

The main transaction in the QFB tool is called “Create Service Notification” and has been 
modelled on the old Feedback Form. This is shown in Figure 62, as Distributors will view it. 
Note especially the “FL Local issue” check box in the middle of the screen, which has been 
ticked by default and disabled so that Distributors cannot change it. The other requirements for 
KDI modification have also been fulfilled to some degree in this primary SOI implementation.

Schedule
Table 12 - ‘Distributor QFB’ implementation schedule

Date Event
15.1.2005 KDI specification for the Distributor version of is created
15.2.2005 KDI specification implemented and test version ready in SOI
28.2.2005 Testing and revisions in SOI
15.3.2005 System launch for KDI

1.4.2005 Training of KDI Distributors
1.5.2005 Live date (rollout for all Authorised Distributors and Joint Ventures)
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5 Conclusions
One of the core statements made in the introduction to this study was that performance 
improvement is never simply the result of a single project with a definite conclusion, but an 
ongoing effort with the ultimate goal of achieving and sustaining significant performance gains. 
The author has been involved in such an ongoing effort for six months and the results and 
temporary conclusions described in this study are static snapshots of the progress of these 
multiple projects up till the end of that time.

The true product of the six months period that the author spent at KONE Distributor 
Operations was the creation of a strong foundation for the integration of KDI Distributors to KDI 
and KONE supply-lines. This study has at the very least accomplished the start-up, initial 
development, and in some cases the testing and even final implementation of the five different 
electronic ordering tools described.

The case of the two spare parts ordering tools (‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’) 
involved the overseeing of the projects from start-up and specification to testing, with only the 
pilot country phase missing from final roll-out to all Distributors. These two tools have been 
planned for launch in May 2005, three months after the conclusion of this study. Originally 
Distributors had to make their spare parts orders to KDI using an Excel-based Order Form, 
which KDI would then retype into its Intranet spare parts ordering tool. The system proposed in 
this study allows the Distributor to specify their order directly through the Internet, without any 
retyping at KDI, and with all the added value provided by this method. This progress is 
illustrated in Figure 63 with the Order Form on the left and the readily developed ‘Distributor 
mySpare’ Internet application on the right.

I Hi (A f+ХЖШ Tocfc "•<

Figure 63 - Spare Parts Order Form versus proposed ‘Distributor mySpare’ e-tool

In the ‘myOrderform’ escalator ordering tool case, the project advanced up till the 
development phase, with the testing phase to follow in a matter of months, and actual pilot 
country phase in April 2005. The added value in the proposed system was that Distributors could 
tender and order their escalators through the Internet instead of using the outdated and 
problematic Excel-based system for pricing and ordering. Similarly, this would eliminate the 
retyping of orders at KDI. This is illustrated in Figure 64 with the Order Form on the left and the 
proposed but not fully implemented ‘Distributor myOrderform’ application on the right.
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Figure 64 - Escalator Order Form versus proposed ‘Distributor myOrderform’ e-tool

The most long-term project of all those undertaken, in view of stages yet to be realised, is 
clearly the integration of Distributors to the elevator ordering process. According to the proposed 
plan (see section “4.5.3 Ordering Elevators; Supply-Line Integration Schedule”), this project has 
been implemented to the second stage (‘Step Г), which has not up till now involved any actual 
integration of Distributor. These first two stages have merely been the kick-off for KDI’s own 
integration to the SUI elevator supply-line, which was still completely inexistent at the beginning 
of this study. The next stage (‘Step 2: Distributor Sales Marketing Tool’) has been planned for 
2006 and will ultimately allow the Distributor to order ‘directly’ from the supply-line, without 
any unnecessary retyping of order information at KDI. In this implementation the Distributor 
will presumably be given access to KDI SAP through the SAP Web-GUI, and this will inevitably 
require a number of critical issues to be resolved first.

Originally Distributors had to make their MonoSpace® Standard elevator orders to KDI using 
an Order Form created through KCT, which also allowed the cost calculation of the order. KDI 
would then forward these order documents to the supply-line Customer Service. Recent pressure 
has forced KDI to input all Monospace® Standard orders into SAP using first the ‘Step 0: 
Remote Terminal’ from December 2004 to March 2005, and then from March onwards the ‘Step 
1: Variant Configurator’ system, resulting in increased and unwanted workload for KDI.

The ‘Distributor SMT’ SAP-implementation proposed in this study allows the Distributor to 
specify their order directly using their web-browser, without any retyping at KDI, and with all 
the added value provided by this method, such as progress reports and accurate SL costing 
information. Implementation and development of this tool has not actually yet began, as at the 
time this thesis was completed, the ‘Step 1: Variant Configurator’ method was still under testing 
and had not yet been adopted. The implementation ideas and anticipated problems presented in 
this study will hopefully aid in the adoption of the SMT system in 2006. These ideas are 
illustrated in Figure 65 with the Order Form on the left and the planned ‘Distributor SMT’ 
application on the right.
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Figure 65 - MonoSpace® Standard Order Form versus proposed SAP-based ‘Distributor SMT tool

In the case of Quality Feedback, corporate pressure to move from Excel-based Feedback 
Forms to a SAP-based Quality Feedback tool gave KDI the opportunity and necessity for the 
first time to allow its Distributors access to SAP, as the only other option would have been to 
adopt the workload associated with retyping the data of the old Feedback Forms into the QFB 
tool at KDI. Fast specification and testing of the modified ‘Distributor QFB’ tool was called for 
to meet the launch date in March, but the results can be summarised by progress illustrated in 
Figure 66, with the old and now obsolete Feedback Form on the left and the equivalent SAP 
transaction for creating feedback viewed through the SAP Web-GUI on the right.
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Figure 66 - Quality Feedback Form versus proposed SAP-based QFB tool
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Furthermore, it was the greater purpose of this thesis to show that overall sales and profits 
could be increased and higher value of service created through the introduction of these 
integrated ordering tools. Integrated processes between KDI and the Distributor will increase 
operational efficiency and reduce costs by streamlining and automating the ordering and 
feedback processes.

Immediate universal benefits for KONE from the integration of Distributors to KDI and its supply-lines:
• More KDI and KONE Customer Service workload shifted to Distributors

=> Lower processing costs for KDI and SL Customer Service means higher profitability for KONE

• Faster order process due to decreased process bottlenecks

=> Increased efficiency and higher capacity for more orders means potential for more sales

• Increased and improved information flow between KDI, its supply-lines and Distributors
=> More accurate and valuable information in a single common environment

• Distributors will not be able to make errors thanks to input data-checking

=> Fewer expensive mistakes and faster order process due to less redundant queries

• Less attachments in mails
=> Less load on KONE mail network

These five projects, once fully implemented at Distributors will reduce KDI workload 
greatly; as it has been shown that the existing ordering systems result in much unnecessary and 
repeated work that can almost completely be eliminated with these proposed new integrated 
ordering systems. This will improve overall efficiency, and in the long run, this decreased 
workload will also reduce future KDI running costs. It is not necessary for KDI to aggressively 
reduce its number of employees to decrease costs, but if the assumption in future growth holds 
true, there will simply not be a need to hire more employees as the greater quantity of orders can 
be more efficiently handled thanks to the new ordering processes. If all goes as planned, the 
increased revenue, decreased cost and improved efficiency will result in higher profitability.

How Integrated systems increase the value of service for KDI Distributors:

In general:
• Input data check

• Faster order process

• Easier ordering

Escalators:
• Full control of the order

• Accurate (exact) costing information

• Up-to-date delivery status information

Spare parts:

• Up-to-date material database

• Real-time stock availability information

• Non-stock delivery dates

Elevators:

• On-time tracking for progress

• On-time access to real material cost

• Understanding of SUI post-processes
• In-depth material information and search
• Delivery status processing

The above-mentioned factors that add to the customer satisfaction of KDI’s Distributors, 
combined with KDI’s newfound ability to process more orders more efficiently, are hoped to 
result in an increase of sales in the future. The return on investment in these processes will come 
from the increased operational efficiency and reduced costs that are achieved by streamlining, 
automating business processes, reduced cycle time and supply chain automation.
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It is easy to imagine a situation where the service representative of a KDI Distributor is 
called to an apartment site by the superintendent to oversee damages caused by a vandal who has 
smashed the buttons on an elevator’s landing call station (the button’s you push to call the lift). 
The KDI client wishes to order replacement parts for these as fast as possible so as not to keep 
the elevator out of service. He is equipped with a PDA, and uses it to access the wireless Internet 
(e.g. with WLAN technology) and enters to the Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ site to place the 
order, and can quote a price for the part and maintenance without having to return to the office 
and make the client wait.

Exactly the same kind of requirement for wireless access can occur during the installation of 
an elevator or escalator, when employee installing the product notices that some parts are 
missing and needs to file a warranty claim by means of the ‘Quality Feedback Tool’ using the 
SAP web-GUI to report and replace the materials so that they can complete the installation. 
Particularly in this situation speed is critical, and the faster the warranty claims can be created, 
the faster the replacement materials will arrive on site.

Business-to-Business Supply-Line Integration

Figure 67 - Wireless access through 3rd generation mobile phone (Nokia 7710)35

These kinds of situations are very common in the ‘field’ and with the development of the e- 
tools described in this study can also be resolved at the moment using any portable laptop with 
wireless Internet access. A laptop will however always be more cumbersome and less suited to 
onsite conditions; and as a result the ideal implementation of these spare parts ordering tools 
would be through more portable devices such as the PDAs described earlier or third-generation 
(UMTS a.k.a. ‘3G’) mobile-phone technologies (see Figure 67). Some of these new wireless 
device technologies can even read standard HTML web pages, allowing for the possibility of 
direct access to all of the implementations developed in this study using their currently planned 
and executed implementations.

A situation outside of the ‘field’ where remote access to these tools will be of assistance is 
one where the sales representative of a KDI Distributor has entered pricing negotiations with a 
client for a project entailing a number of elevators in mix with escalators and wants to make an 
offer on the spot in a foreign conference room. Now he can use his laptop or HTML compatible 
PDA or mobile phone to access the ‘Distributor Sales Marketing Tool’ through the SAP web- 
GUI and create a tender for the elevators, followed by the ‘myOrderform’ tool to tender the 
escalators. He can then quote a valid and actual price for the entire project knowing the exact 
price and possible specification of the products, perhaps winning the project thanks to faster 
response time.

35 Picture taken from Nokia website (http://www.nokia.com)
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6 Suggestions for Future Development
The types of implementations applied in the various projects of this study should also be applied 
throughout KDI’s other sales processes when the investment can be justified by similar 
performance gains. Examples of such processes are the components sold by KDI, for some of 
which there already exist Distributor Internet ordering tools. These tools could be extended and 
improved to allow for a greater available product range with the aim of increasing profits due to 
parallel benefits and gains in added value to Distributors through their use. More thought needs 
to be applied through possibly analysing all of KDI’s existing processes for room in their 
streamlining or various other improvements.

The future of Electronic Resource Planning is great and as of yet these kinds applications 
have not been used to their full potential because they have very seldom been applied across 
companies. It was shown that e-Business is one where all trading parties, from the supplier to the 
customer, are linked electronically. Therefore it is clear that there is much room in the world for 
future development of these integrated systems, as their implementations are still in their 
infancy.

Many manufacturer’s are already talking about the second generation of ERP’s, which are 
easier to use and can therefore be applied directly at the end-consumer. For example, Nokia 
Enterprise Solutions has plans to create its own ERP application, which could be run from a 
mobile phone interface. Many Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) already have SAP interfaces, 
in e.g. warehouses, and as the frequencies for radio communication are forced more open to 
public use, the future of wireless applications and implementations of supply-line integration are 
endless.

KDI could plausibly further boost sales in the future by adding mobile data access to 
specifically the spare parts ordering tools for their clients. This would enhance efficiencies by 
allowing customers to enter and retrieve data exactly when and where they need it. Distributor 
technicians could act immediately in critical situations by ordering on the spot and avoid 
problems that typically would cause elevator or escalator downtime.

Figure 68 - Mobile Personal Digital Assistant

Modem wireless devices such as the PDA in Figure 68 are compatible with a new xHTML 
standard for mobile Internet and some of the newer devices can even read the standard HTML 
web pages. If xHTML versions of Distributor ‘myElevatorSpare’ and ‘myEscalatorSpare’ as 
well as Distributor ‘myOrderform’ were developed, it would allow for the possibility of easier 
access from a greater variety of mobile devices to these tools. Furthermore, if the SAP web-GUI 
were developed for compatibility with xHTML, it would mean unlimited boundaries in the future 
for Distributors who require remote access from the field and outside of the office to these tools.

The general idea suggested here for the future development of these applications, is to bring 
these services and possibly others closer and closer to the Distributor and ultimately the end- 
consumer, cutting KDI out of the loop as much as possible in order to make tendering and 
ordering processes ever faster and more efficient.
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